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Persistent in the Right; Fearless in Opposing Wrong.
‘V 'O I U P 'd V r iE 8 Separation.
A wall grown up between tlie two,
A strong, thick wall, through all unseen ;
None knew when the first stones were laid,
Nor how the wall was built, I ween ;
And so their lives were quite apart,
Although they shared one board, one ^ed ;
A careless eye saw naught amiss, Yet each was to the ofcherdead.
He, much absorbed in work and gain,-- .
Grew soon unmindful of his loss, '*J
A hard indifference worse than hate 1
Changed love’s fine gold to wortliiess dross.
She suffered tortures all untold ;
Too proud to mourn, too strong to die ;
The wall pressed heavjTon her heart,
Her white face showed her misery *
Such Wölls are growing day by day,
’Twix man and wife, ’twixfriehd and friend;
Would they could know who lightly build,
How sad and bitter is the end.
A careless word, an unkind thought, >
A slight neglect, a taunting''tone,
Such things as these, before
know,
,Have laid the w all’s foundation stone.

THE SQUIRE’S WOOING.

»

Squire Kimball was in his strawberry
patch pulling up weeds, when Lucy
Keene came down the road that beauti
ful July morning, and he was just
about to throw an armful of them over
the fence as she came around the corn
er. The sunbonnet she wore was ex
actly like one he remembered to have
seep her mother wear twenty-live years
ago ; and lie remembered, too, as he
looked at this one, and the fresh rosy
ftoc under it, how that one had made
his heart flutter the first time lie saw
it, and how lie was so bewitched by it,
or the face under it, that he had walk
ed home with Hester' Mason and had
hard work to keep from promising to
her.
He wondered now, and he had wond
ered many times in the twenty-five
years that had gone by since then, why
he never did proqpse to her.
lie had meant to marry her some
tirne/anu^ie was sure she liked him in
the old days ; but—and he had sighed
to himself more than once when he
thought of it—-something had come be
tween them, and she had married Rob
ert Keene, and lie liad married his
cousin Mary. Fate must have some
thing to do with it, he concluded.
As he looked at Hester’s daughter
this summer morning, the old fire, stir
red under the dust and ashes, and lie
felt little flame spring up in his
her,:'.
“ (food morning, Lucy V . ho said,
leaning over the fence.
“ Oil !” exclaimed Lucy, with a little
jump, I didn't see yon, and you came
near searing me. , Isn't it pleasant?”
“ Yes, it is pleasant, answered the
squire, looking straight at her pretty
face, “How is your mother?”
■“ Pretty well, answered Lucy. Your
strawberries are doing splendidly,
aren't they V We’re so provoked about
ours. The hens got into the■*garden,
and mother says she don’t think we’ll
have a pailful of berries in all.”
“I want to know!” exclaimed the
squire. “Now, you tell your mother
that she’s welcome to all she wants out
of my patch. She can have ’em jus^,
as well as not. There’s going to be a
sight more’n we’ll want, alid I ’d rather
have ’em used than wasted.”
“ T will tell her, and I know she’ll be
delighted at the chance. You know
what a hand she is to make strawberry
preserves.”
“ Yes' I do, answered the squire,
thinking of old times. “ 1 remember
she beat all the housekeepers at that.
They used to say that she had a knack
of making strawberry jam that nobody
else could get hold of.”
“ She hasn’t lost it yet, said Lucy.
“ She’ll be pleased to have you come
to tea some time, and try some she
made last year. She had unusually
good luck,”
“I ’ll do it,” said the squire. “ Let
me see—to-day’s Wednesday.
Tell
her I ’ll come over Saturday, if it’s
agreeable, and I guess the berries’ll be
ripe so I can pick a pailful by that
time.’”
“Thank you ?” said Lucy. “If you
do we’ll have a shortcake. I ’ll tell her
to expect you to tea on Saturday.”
“Yes,” answered the square;-“ I ’ll be
’round if nothing happens. O h! I
heard from Charley yesterday. He’ll
he home in a day or two to stay.”
' “That’ll be pleasant for you,” said
Lucy, stooping to pick up a daisy.
The squire could not see how rosy
the face under the bewitching sunbon
net grew all at once. If he had it
might have set him thinking.
“ Yes it will,” said the squire, Char
ley’s a good boy,”

T R A P P E ,
“ I gess I ’ll have to be going,” said you said, that Lucy and I intended to
Lucy. “We shall expect you to tea, be married.
The squire sat speechless. What he
Saturday, remember.”
“I won’t disappoint you,” said the thought of in the next five minutes
squire ; and then Lucy went on, and could not be condensed into a column
of this paper.
he went back to pulling weeds.
“ I—I hope you’ll be happy!” he
“I spose it’s foolish to think of such
stammered
at last, feeling that some
a thing, he said to himself, but I don’t
thing
was
expected
of him.
know as I t ’s anybody’s business but
“
I
’m
sure
we
will,”
said Charley, I
ours.' If I see fit to marry Lucy, an’
hope
you
will
too.
she’s wiHin,’ I ’in going to do it.”
Pretty soon the widow came in.
From which you see that the squire’s
“The shortcake’s baking,” she said.
fancy for the mother had suddenly
I “ Lucy said she’ll hull the 1 berries and
been transferred to the daughter.
set the table, and sent me to play lady
Charley came home the next day.
and entertain the company.”
“I s’pose I ’ll have to tell him what
Charley watched his opportunity,
I've been thinking about,” thought the and slipped into the kitchen.
squire. I ’d ’bout as soon take a horse
The squire had made up his mind
whipping, I declare. But there ain’t again. If he couldn't have Lucy he’d
any use in dreading it ah’ putting it have her mother, if he could get her.
oik” ;
‘Come to think it all over,’ he told
Accordingly, when they were sitting himself, ‘that was the' best plan by all
on the piazza after supper, the squire odds.’
He wondered how he could have
began
“ I ’ve been thinking some of getting been foolish enough to think of marryThe idea was
a new house house-keeper,” lie announc i ing a girl so young.
ed, feeling his face getting uncomfort ridiculous.
‘What’s the use of waiting?’ thought
ably hot. .
lie. “ It might as well be settled now
“ Won’t Aunt Sarah stay ?”
“I—I meant a housekeeper of anoth as any other time.’
er kind,” said the squire, wiping his
‘Hester,’he began, getting red again.
‘Charley au’ Lucy are going to get
face vigorously.
Charley gave a whistle of surprise married. Why- shouldn’t we ?
and stared hard at his father.
“ Why, Squire Kimball ?” cried the
“ Who is it to be, if I may ask such a widow, blushing so rosy that he
question ?”
thought she was prettier than her
“Down the road,” said the squire, daughter.
jerking his thumb over his shoulder in
“I came over on purpose to ask you,
the direction of the Widow Keene’s.
said the squire, telling a most outra
He couldn’t muster courage enough geous fib. “I hope, you haven’t any
objections.’
to say Lucy.
“Aha! that’s the way the wind
When Lucy came in half half an
blows, is it ?” laughed Charley. “ I ’m later to say that tea was ready, the
glad to hear it. You couldn't do bet squire rose up, blushing like a girl, and
ter.”
I jerked his thumb toward the window,
“ I ’m glad to hear you say so,” said and said in a voice that shook a little;
the squire, much relieved. “I felt sure
‘That’s your mother, Lucy, I mean
you’d like to have Lucy as a—-a mem she Mrs. Kimball, or going to be. It
ber of the family.”
lettieci.”
“ I haven’t any objections, if sh6
“I s’pose I may kiss my father then,
hasn't” said Charley.
said Lucy, and she plumped a kiss on
“So that’s over,” said the squire, : the squire’s lips, who said she might
much, relieved, as Charley strolled give him another for her father-in-law,
down the road early in the evening. i while she was about it, if she’d no obI wonder he never took a fancy to her. objection.
I s’pose folks ’ll say I'm an old fool,
“ One will answer for both,’ laughed
but I don’t care.”
I Lucy. .
While he sat there Charley was tell I Then the squire gave his arm to the
ing Lucy that his father had keener | woman he had -meant to marry twenty
eyes than he had given him credit for, i years ago, and led her out to tea.
for he seemed to understand how mat
He never regretted that mutters
ters stood.
turned out as they did.
And what he told her after that is
‘Lucy can’t be beat for a daughter,’
none of y o u r business or mine, though : he tells himself; but he don’t want any
I will say that I feel sure it had some better wife than her mother makes.”
thing to do with Lucy’s becoming “one
Frightened But Not Hurt.
of the family.”
About four o’clock, Saturday after
Some years ago there lived in Central
noon, the squire, in his best coat, and
with a pail of strawberries on his arm, New York a very worthy and respect
able divine known as Father Goss. He
knocked at Mrs. Keene’s door.
“ Good afternoon,” said the widow, had a hired man name Isaac, who al
as she let him in, with a charming sus ways obeyed orders without question.
Father Goss bought- a cow one day
picion of a blush in lief face, which he
had to admit, was-almost as fair as it which proved refractory when milked,
refusing to surrender the lacteal fluid,
had been fi ve-and-twenty years ago.
“Here’s some berries, said the squire, : although Isaac used ail the persuasive
awkwardly presenting his offering. i arts of which he was master. He final
“ Lucy said the hens had played the ly reported her delinquencies to his
master.
mischief with youfs.”
“ Well, Isaac,” said lie, “go to the
“h’m a -thousand, times obliged to
barn and get those pieces of new rope.”
you !” said the widow.
Isaac obeyed, the cow was driven in
By that time the squire had. got to
the sitting-room door. Who should to the stable, tied with a piece of the
he see there but Charley, seemingly rope, when the Rev. came out armed
very much at home, as he held worsted with a knife,
“ Now,” he exclaimed to Isaac, “ I
for Lucy to wind.
“I managed to get an invitation to will get on the cow’s back, and you tie
tea, too,” laughed Charley.' “ You my feet beneath her, then you go on
kept it pretty sly, but I wasn’t to be with your milking, and with my weight
cheated out of my share of strawberry on her back she must give down her
milk.”
preserves.”
Isaac obeyed. The feet were tied,
Then Charley and Lucy looked at
each other and laughed; and the squire the pail got and milking commenced.
But Bossy objected, and plunged
felt his face grow red.
“ Just see what he has brought us !” wildly about. The stable was low, and
said the widow, displaying the berries. the Rev’s head was fearfully thumped.
“ If you’ll help to hull them, Lucy, “Oh, Issac, Isaac!” bawled ha, “cut
we'll have a shortcake for tea. I re the rope,”'
Isaac seized the rope and cut-—not
member how fond you used to be of
strawberry shortcake years ago,” and the rope which tied the the master’s
the widow smiled at the squire till feet,’ but the one which tied the cow.
The stable gate was open, also the yard
there was a dimple in each cheek.
“I remember, too,” responded the gate.
Away darted the frantic cow, the
squire.
Then Lucy and lier mother went terrified man on her back, helplessly
roaring,
out.
“ Stop her, stop her!”
“ live spoken to her about being one
While madly careering down the
of the family,, and she’s willling,” said
road he met a parishioner, who excited
Charley.
“ I—I don’t understand !” said the ly called :
“Why, Mr. Goss, where are you go
squire, in great bewilderment, growing
ing ?”
hot and then cold.
“Only God and this cow know!”
“ Why you know what you said the
other night when you. told me you groaned he ; I don’t.”
The animal was finally caught and
thought of getting her mother for
housekeeper,” explained Charley. “ I the man released, much frightened but
supposed you understood from what unhurt.

ZEPETSTISUA—

A U G U S T

Something Left Undone.
Labor with what zeal we will,
Something still remains undone,
Something uncompleted still
Waits the rising of the sun.
By the bedside, on the stair,
At the threshold, near the gates,
With its menace or its prayer,
Like a mendicant it w aits;
Waits, and will not go away;
Waits, and will not be gainsaid ;
By the cares of yesterday
Each to-day is heavier inade;
Till at length the burden seems
Greater than our strength can bear,
Heavy as the weight of dreams,
Pressing on us everywhere.
And we stand from day to day,
Like the dwarfs of times gone by,
Who, as Northern legends say,
On their shoulders held the sky.
Longfellow.

S,
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looks invitingly open. The puzzling
nets are barring thè way, and the cow
is gradually closing up behind,. As the
limiter moves along, he rubs two pieces
of dry stick gently up a,nd down his
thigh with one hand, thus producing a
crackling sound. It is not enough to
startle the birds into flight, but alarms
them sufficiently to make them get out
of the way. One bird perhaps a little
bolder than the others, irritated by the
queer crackling sound, now enters the
basket, when the others follow like a
flock of sheep, and once in, the puz
zling shape of the entrance prevents
their exit.
Hunters will not unfrequently bag
t wenty or thirty brace of quail in one
field by this absurdly appearing but
ingenious method.

The N ew Deal.

Spoopendyke’s Hen Coop.

It was a soft balmy night in spring,
the burning sunset was hanging tapes
tries acr-ess the mellow west, and the
electric light was just beginning to fiz
and spit- along the main streets when
Elder Snoozer was sitting in the ele
gant boudoir of Widow Smith, whose
rich brown eyes and desirable real es
tate peneti'ated the bachelor’s inmost
thoughts.
‘Can you, Sarah,’ he said, throwing
his enormous hand upon her shoulder,
on the further side, come to my home
in the Second ward, where I will be
your slave ?’
' “Will that squint-eyed first wife of
yours be made to stand around when I
come,?’
“ When your dulcet voice sounds
through the ancestrial halls Hannah
will get to the eoal-bin. She will have
about five-hours of sleep a day and
work for you the balance Of the time.’
Inside of the week they passed
through the Endowment house, where
Elder Welle made them one.
Old
Snoozer took in a fine piece of real
estate with a good looking woman, and
was happy. Two years passed, and
the once beautiful Sarah, bending over
the washtub and lamming the endow
ment robe of the third wife viciously
against a tree until the suds.. falling
over the tender flowers gave them new
life in the hot July sun, is the sort of
picture the passing bullwlnnSeer con
templates.
‘How do you like the new deal?’asks
the first wife, who is caopping wood
wood hard by. And the language of
wife No. 2, is not fit to print in a fam
ily newspaper.

“‘My dear,” said Mr. Spo6pe ndy ke.a s
he appeared before his wife with a
broad grin on his face, “say, my dear,
I ’ve bought some chickens so we can
have fresh layed eggs. Look!” and he
held out a couple of pair of fowl tied
by the legs, for Mrs. Spoopendyke’s
contemplation.
“ Well, upon my w ord” exclaimed
Mrs. Spoopendykc. “ Of all things!
chickens ! Ever since we’ve been mar
ried I ’ve wanted chickens !” and she ap
proached the birds cautiously and with
a look of misgiving that belied her
words, “Where can we keep them ?”
‘In a eoop, Mrs Spoopendykc, in a
coop !” retorted her husband, laying the
chickens on the bed while he divested
himself of his coat and vest. . “We
might keep ’em up the chimney or in
the clock,but we probably won’t. W e’ll
just keep ’em in a lien eoop, and I ’ve
got the laths and nails down stairs to
build it with. Come down in the yard,”
and Mr. Spoopendykc grabbed his new
acquisition by the legs and started off,
followed by his wife.
“Do you know how to build a coop ?”
asked Mrs. Spoopendykc, as she watch
ed her husband dig a post hole in the
corner she had reserved for a geranium
bed.
“If I don’t you probably do,” snorted
Mr. Spoopendyke, kicking away at thespade until he loosened his leg. “Now
I put this post here and that one there.
Then the two fences make thé rest, and
I only lath up these two—dod gast the
post!” he concluded, as it toppled over
on his ear. “ Can’t you hold it up?
W hat’re you sitting around there like a
corkin if jug for? Hold it up, will ye?”
Mrs. Spoopendykc grasped the post
firmly with both hands and held it at
an angle of thirty degrees.
“Now hold it perfectly still while I
dig the other hole,” and Mr. Spoopen
dyke hacked away at the ground again
and set his second post.
“I see Wliat you mean,” Mrs; Spoo
pendyke. “ You slat it up from one
post to the other and then put the chick
ens in. My 1 how nice that’ll be !”
Mr. Spoopendykc glared at her a mo
ment and then began putting up his
laths, standing between the posts and
the fence corner and whispering as he
worked.
“Now,” said lie,.as he finished, “ wliat
do you think of that ?”
Mrs. Spoopendyke examined the job
critically.
“ I t ’s a perfect palace !” she exclaim
ed. “ But say, dear, how are you going
to get out ?”
“ Yah-h-h !” roared Mr. Sppopendyke
bounding into thcair. “ Why didn’t ye
tell me ? W hat’d ye want to let me build
ni}'self in like a mummy for ? Ain’t ye
got any sense at all aiiywliereaa ? Why
didn’t ye watch what I was doing ?”
nnd Mr. Spoopendyke grinned horribly
through the slats.
“ I supposed you were going to build
a hole in it,” faltered Mrs. Spoopen
dyke.
“So I am i” yelled Mr. Spoopendyke,
jamming his leg through the structure.
“W ant any more holes?” and he kicked
the side half way across the yard. “Pour
chickens, four holes !” he roared and
the laths flew in all directions.* “ Wantany more holes ?” and he smashed the
roof out with the spade. “ Holes con
stantly on hand! If you don’t see the
holes you want, ask for it !” and he
blew out the end with terrific energy,
“ New goods coming in at all times!
Second-hand holes a specialty !” and lie
banged out the other end.
“ Parties
wanting holes to send in the country
will consult their interests by applying
here before going elsewhere !” and he
ripped down the rest of the coop with
prodigious clatter, “ Want any more
holes in this particular coop ??’ he roar.

Catching Quail in India
The quail-hunter throws a large
white cloth over his head, which is ex
tended in front by means of two sticks
held in the hands. Arrayed in this
manner, the quail hunter performs
various antics and movements which
would lead a Jookeron to suppose him
insane. There is a method in his mad
ness, however. This remarkable ajustment of the white cloth is supposed to
transform the man into a bull or other
horned animal, lie pretends to paw
the earth, tosses his make-believe horns
turns round and round, pretending to
scratch himself in the true bovine fash
ion. It is irresistibly comic to watch
him, and a little attention generally
pleases him-to such an extent that lie
will redouble his efforts and multiply,
his ridiculous pranks until the specta
tor is thrown into convulsions of laugh
ter,
There are several distinct varieties
of quail in India ; they frequent open
places near rivers, keeping near the
ground when flying, and running rapid-,
ly among the grasses.
The hunters
spread fine nets around two sides of
the field, and at the end they place a
large cage with one or more decoy
birds inside.
The idiotic-looking cow has all his
wits about him. He proceeds warily;
his keen eye detects the conveys of
quail, and sees which way they are
running. He is no more like a cow
than that respectable animal is like a
cucumber, but his ruse succeeds won
derfully. He moves, about, tosses his
head, switches his ingeniously contri
ved tail, and so manoeuvres that he
keeps the running quail away from the
unprotected edges of the field. When
the}' get’to the verge protected by the
net they begin to take alarm.
They
are probably a little uncertain about
the peculiar looking “old cow” behind
them, and running along the net, they
see the. decoy, quail apparently feeding
in great security and comfort. The. ’Y
'shaped mouth of the large basket cage

" V T H O L E N U M B E R , S T 'S Growing Olded, wrenching out the posts and slam
ming them across the yard. “Does this
The Sunday evening cheer at Mr.
hen coop begin to convey the impres
sion of having a hole in it ?” he demand 1Smiley’s last evening consisted of a' pan
of russet apples, a pitcher offenfd eider
ed, stalking up to his wife.
“ Yes, dear,” replied’ Mrs. Spoopen and a plate of Hannah’s twisted dough
dyke, soothingly. “I ’m so glad yon nuts. The old couple’s son and wife
got out, but where can we keep the had been over for the day and had just
quitted the cheery, old fashioned room.
chickens now?”
‘I tell ye,- Hannah,’ said ichabod-.,. aa
“Keep ’em!” ripped Mr. Spoopen
he
stepped to the mantel and took down
dyke, with a horrible grimace, and
grasping the wretched fowls by the | his elay pipe, ‘it’s mighty comforting
leg», “ who’s going to keep cm?” and he ‘to grow old and sort o’ mellow at the
cut the lashings. “ S’pose I am going same time. Darn that pipe, it won’t
to run my business just to gratify every draw at all. AFi, there jfc is,, all right,
whim of a woman?” and lie jerked the As I said, it’s comforting to grow old
____
chickens into the air.
“Never mind,” cooed Mrs. Spoopen
‘Yes, Ichabod, it may be; but Um
dyke, as the last bird slid over the fence not growing old at all you see. I ’m
and disappeared.
“ Chickens are a as spry as I ever Was.’
‘Not hardly, Hannah, not hardly.—
nuisance, anyway. We really didn’t
You do very well, but when you was
need any.”
“Why didn’t you say so before I : young you was a hummer, you was.
bought ’em ?” blurted Mr. Spoopen As I said before, it’s kinder pleasant
to grow old----- ’
dyke, as he dashed into the house.
“Pshaw, there you go again. You
“ I didn’t know it,” sighed Mrs.
Spoopendyke, looking around on the are the worst old setimental coot I
wreck, “and,‘ besides, I don’t believe ever saw. If you could only sit by
we would have had many eggs, because the fire and smoko your pipe and
dream ont loud all day you’d be hap
those chickens were all roosters.”
And Mrs. Spoopendyke followed her py, but I like to see folks stir around
husband, who stormed around the rest and be lively. Why don’t you put
of the evening because she couldn't find some wood on the fire?’
‘Never mind the fire just now. As I
the paper of January 12, 1879, which
said
before, it’s pleasant to grow old
lie had cautioned her to save because
there was something in it he wanted to ; _|p •
But Hannah couldn’t stand any
read, and which he had used the next
daj’, in conjunction with the back more, and she went hastily into the
breadth of her new flannel petticoat, to kitchen and washed tlie potatoes for
clean his shot-gun with.— Brookhjny breakfast, and cut the meat from the
chicken carcass to “warm up in the
Eagle.
morning, you know’,” and by the time
R othchild’s Maxims.
she returned Ichabod was dreaming in
his chair, his silvery hair fallen over
According to George Francis Train, his forehead and the firelight reflecting
the late Baron Rothschild, had the fol naught put. peace in his coutenance.
lowing excellent maxims framed on his
In what Position to Sleep.
bank walls:
Attend carefully to details of your
>The man who is thoroughly fagged
business.
out,
can sleep soundly in almost any
Be prompt in all tilings.
position;
but there is undoubtedly a
Consider well, then decide positively.
choice
of
position, not only for the
Bare to do right. Fear to do wrongnervous
and
the invalid, but for the
Endure trials patiently.
healthy
and
the strong. One writer
Fig'ht man’s battles bravely,manfully.
recommends
lying upon the back. The
Go not in the society of the vicious.
-objection
to
this position is, that in
Hold integrity sacred.
certain
morbid
states of the brain the
Injure not another’s reputation or
blood
gravitates
to the back of the
business.
head,
and
produces
headache and
Join hands only with the virtuous.
troublesome
dreams.
Another
writer
Keep your mind from evil thoughts.
strongly
recommends
lying
prone
upon
Lie» not for any consideration.
the
front
of
the
body,
and
gives
Ilia
Make few acquaintances.
reasons
for
choosing
that
position.
Never try to appear wliat you are
But the weight of medical authority,
not.
common
sense, and a knowledge of anat
Observe good manners.
omy
teach,
that to lie upon the right
Pay your debts promtly.
side
is
the
best,
for in this position the
Question not the veracity of a friend
food
gravitates
more
easily out of the
Respect the cosnsel of your parents.
stomach
into
the
intestines,
arid the
Sacrifice money rather than principle.
weight
of
the
liver,
a
pretty
large
and
Touch not, taste not, handle not in
heavy
organ,
does
not
rest
upon
othertoxicating drinks.
Use your. leisure time for improve internal organs,
ment.
Iowa Courtship.
Venture not upon the threshold.of
wrong.
A few. days ago a staunch old farmer
Watch carefully over passions.
living a few miles from Maquoketa,.
’Xteud to every one kindly salutation drove to town, accompanied by his son,
Yield not to discouragement.
and. reaching a certain residence, where
’Zealously labor for the right.
resides a family in which there is a
And success is certain.
handsome? daughter not yet out of her
teens, they stopped. The old man held
the horses while the young man enter
The Mother.
ed the yard "and rapped gently on the
door. When the young lady opened it
A poet has said: “ The many make and said good morning, the young man
the household, but only one the home.” stammered out, “ Is Miss----- at home?”
Woman’s love of home is stronger . She answered, “ Yes, sir.” “Wall, my
than man’s. She has that tender selfish father wants to see’er.” Won’t you
come in ?” she asked. “No, I ’ll go and
ness which elevates into paramount hold the team while father comes in,”
importance in the world’s Voononfy the he said. The fating1came in and with
thing nearest her heart. Hers is no out ceremony began: “My boy out
telescopic vision to look far down the there’s got -eighty acres of good land, a
centuries, and bring herself face to face team, and wants to get a wife ’twix
now and harvest, but he’s kinder bash
with a shining future Within the four ful, and wanted rue to ask you if you
walls of home the mother finds her fond wouldn’t marry him, and if it was all
est past, her most attractive future, her right we would come around the next
country and her world. She reigns in Sunday and settle the bisiness.” Im
that young lady’s surprise and
it, and hers is a reign of love, of beauty agine
bewilderment, never before having seen
of reason, but always a reign. One fhe father or son. Regaining her com.
can scarcely conceive of a home with posiire, she replied. “I don’t care to
out a m other; it would be like a world get married now,”
without a sun. She is the priestess of
‘Got a- coundrum for you Johnny;
the sanctities of a home; she is her invented it myself,’ said a bov to a
child’s deity, and her presence is its playmate, ‘W hat’s the difference of a
heaven. The calyx or closing petal, is poodle you’re dragging by a chain and
not a more fitting home for the dew- a rotten tree trunk?’ After due delib
eration Johnny passed, ‘One is a leg
drop, the parent nest for the callow dog
and the other is a dead log. Them
bird, or the blue summer sky for the kind is awful easy when you know
fleecy cloud, than
a mother’s tuel how,’ So thought Johnny, and on Ilia
age for the early years of her child. way home he built one on a similar
Poetry has failed to picture her fit plan, which lie tried to explode on the
maternal head. ‘I say, mon, here’s a
ness—it is simply true and divine. riddle, made it myself.
Wliat’s the
When a mother disregards domestic difference between the wax Anger of a
duties, becomes frivolous, selfish and laddy and pa not letting me go to the
wordfy, then come discontentments, circus last week ? Cause one’s a sham
murmuring»—.sunshine is shut out, and dame and Mothers’ a da----- Ow ! ow 11
ow ! 1! that hurts, I tell you; caq’t you
that which should have been a- palaee take a fellow of your size ! The con
of love becomes a den of hatred and undrum factory has been closed for
repairs.
no demon could make it more a hell.
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saw what appeared to be a dead bod}'.
I t is intimated in Washington that ballot the vote stood: Boyer 91; which delight our ears, our methods of One of the men descended, and upon
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tion of Keifer and Robeson. This is Congress from 1864 to 1868, and is an tion. And, by the way, the observer condition. The old man was removed
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W ho will gainsay that Don Cameron tween Mr. Boyer and Mr. Stinson who
just as we wonder now in thinking of the men found him, showing that he
We are always fully supplied with the best in the Market. Sugars, Coffees,
has influence?
By the use of several is to be the coming Judge.
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ger
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bottles of champagne the other day,
In the afternoon the customary pre and steel, the quill pen, and the penny
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When
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all
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with cheese and crackers thrown in, he paratory meeting was held, and a num
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A Lehigh County Tragedy.
secured the confirmation of a postmas ber of candidates were placed in nomi been superseded and swept away in
Ladies’ Misses’ and Childrens’ Shoes and Slippers. Latest styles of hoots
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the past century, we can realize the
and shoes for men and boys ; just received a large new stock to he sold at bot
ter.
nation for the different offices. Chair value of an institution designed to per AN OLD MAN LOSES HIS WAY AND IS SHOT
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made a speech.
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Thankful
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Looking over the city from the dome
All Orders Promptly attended to.
regardless of the vetoe. This is not of the Capitol the eye is attracted by a the last Inauguration Ball was held. had a hearing this evening, and, in
patronage.
probable.
President Arthur had the large brown building, about ten or The building, upon that occasion, was in default of two thousand dollars bail, |iJOTICE TO FARMERS.
committed to jail. The shooting
courage to do his duty, and for this he twelve squares to the west, which thrown open to the public for the first was
took
place at East Texas. It is claim > The undersigned begs leave to inform his farTrappe, P
time.
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had
just
been
completed,
and
stands in the midst of a large park.
deserves grateful remembrance.
ed
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Zimmerihan’s friends that he got mer frieiidg that he has a
much
admiration
was
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Its lofty turrets, diamond-paned win
its architectural elegance, both as to lost on the way!to the house of a friend,
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trees remind one of a lordly English
under one year of age died in Philadel castle and surroundings.
Almost ad the managing officers have been enga er house to inquire the way, the young
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Satisfaction
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from cholera infantum reaching the large, flat building of a much more
guaranteed. Thankful for past favors he invites
The first is the This work is going on rapidly, and in first shot lodged in the old man’s back, continued and increased patronage. Address
very large total of one-hundred and modern appearance.
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time
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and
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make the enterprise a complete success.
T he predictions made some years worthy the attention of visitors.
when asked what he wanted and that
S po t .
The Smithsonian Institution was the
ago that base ball would soon decline
supposing him to’be a thief the young
generous
gift
of
an
Englishman
in favor, and no longer merit its title
man shot at him, not so much to hit
F o r a ll kinds of wear has been judiciously selected, aud will be disposed of at
FULL STOCK OF
him as to scare him off. The affair
of the national game,have been falsified. James Smithson, an English chemist
and mineralogist, dying in 1829 left
bottom figures. Repairing done.. Goods delivered free. Patronage
causes a great deal of excitement.
Never was it in a greater ascendancy $500,000 to the United States Govern
kindly solicited.
among open-air sports than during the ment with which “to found at Wash A MIDNIGHT BATTLE IN BERKS. Another account says that Zimmerman
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HOW THIRTEEN BRAVE FARMERS REPULSED aroused one of the lady members of TIN-ROOFING and spouting done to Order.
T he anger of Congressmen against the increase and diffusion of knowledge
1882.
the family, who asked him what he Good workmanship and low prices. Give me a
A BAND OF DETERMINED MARAUDERS
1882.
wanted.
He was about telling her call.
the President is natural-. Men who among men.” In 1846, in accordance
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At The
that he was lost, when an upper win
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dow
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and
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were
PELLED TO RETREAT.
fecting a scheme of robbery cannot sub and all objects of natural history, geo
Ju n e 29-3 in.
R e a d in g , July 26.—-The full details quickly fired. Zimmerman reeled and
m it complacently when their expecta logy, and mineralogy belonging to the
staggered back; crying out that he was
You will find at .all times a large and well selected Stock o f
of
a
sanguinary
battle
with
a
gang
of
tions are all dashed to earth. What Government were placed in its charge
shot.
Recovering,
he
walked
away
This collection—small at first, consist at least a dozen determined thieves and was followed by Sehmoyer’s son,
ever public loss or inconvenience may ing
only of the articles obtained during have been received here from the small
Upper Providence Square Pa.,
be caused by the failure of the few the Wilke’s exploring expedition—has village of Herefordville; in the eastern who kept up the firing, thinking the
Gents' Furnishing Goods, Gents' whole suits made to order ; 'f5,00 and upwardst,
man
was
a
robber.
Zimmerman
was
needful appropriations will be charge increased with great rapidity, additions section of Berks. The fight with guns badly wounded in the back. Dr. M.
from
a large Stock o f plain and fancy Cassimeres and Worsteds.
and
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at
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hour
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able, mot to the President, but to the being continually made by private con
lasted several hours and resulted in J. Kline, who attended him, was un
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and
through
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¡greed <df Congressmen.
able to find the ball. Zimmerman was
National surveys and explorations. the wounding of several of the farmers an old small-pox nurse and did much
who
were
engaged
in
driving
off
the
industrial exhibitions of the
g r o c e r i e s ,
service a f the County Almshouse Hos
E lections will take place in three The
country, especially that of the Centen intruders. The object of the thieves pital during the recent plague in that
Full Line o f the nest Q U EEN S W ARE, G LA SSW A R E , WOOD and W IL L O W
States during the present month. To nial, have also furnished a very con was to rob a rich farmer named Menno
W ARE, H A RD W ARE, and C U T L E R Y .
day, ttee ¡people of Tennessee will elect siderable share, so that at the present D. Clemmer, residing a few miles from section of Lehigh county.
courtty officers and will vote upon a time the exhibit is a very large and in Claytonville. The thieves first made
Henry W. Lohmeyer, a Philadelphia
B o o ts & S h o es D irect fro m the f a c t o r y .
(Constitutional Convention. On the 7th teresting one. In the way of natural their appearance on Monday night and provision dealer, has a young, pretty,
history there are a great many speci surrounded the house. They came and loving wife. He was exceedingly
PAINTS AND OILS.
¡general State elections will be held in mens of birds and small animals, classi in a large wagon, and it is supposed
desirous of offspring, and at the end
Alabama and Kentucky. There are fied according to species and labeled. they are strangers who were encamped of .two years of married life Airs.
Constant!g adding new goods I am able lo keep up a good flection.
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The undersigned takes pleasure in announc
matters <of no general import in any of Iu one section, for example, may be in the hills near Perry ville. Several Lohmeyer plotted-to gratify him by
ing to the public that he is prepared to fill all
seen all varieties of rodents, from the attempts were made to enter the house pretending to give birth to a baby. In orders for Harness at short notice and at reason
these Elections.
beaver down to the tiniest field mouse. by battering down the heavy oaken this deception she was aided by a able prices. GOOD MATERIAL and WORK P. O. Address, Pkœnixville, Penn’a.
'Upper Providence Square, MontgrCo.'
MANSHIP. A full stock of
I f fibe winter wheat turns out as well In another, all the birds belonging to doors, but Mr. Clemmer aroused the friend, Airs. Kbeenbenh They pro
the grouse family, prairie hens, quails, neighbors by sharp firing at the thieves cured an infant, from the almshouse, B L A N K E T S,
as the spring wheat is doing, we may partridges, etc. In another, all kinds and they disappeared.
Apparently and the husband believed that he was
TOP-COVERS,
expect an astonishing yield this year, of humming birds. But the collection they were- unarmed, because "they did
IM PR 0 VED COLLARS,
a father. The secret was kept for
exceeding, perhaps, that of 468,000,000 of large animals is not so complete, the not return the fire, and it is now sup three months, and-was finally divulged W H IPS, <tT., <tc.
bushels in 1880. The hot weather which lion, elephant, tiger, rhinoceros, hippo- posed that they had not anticipated when the ,almshouse authorities, dis
All kinds of Harness Oil, and a supply of all
a warm reception.
covering that there was no record of kinds of goods pertaining to the business.
brought suffering to the cities has been tamus, and many others being entirely such
Mr.
Clemmer
yesterday
was
impress
Repairing
done in the best manner. Satisfac
unrepresented.
The geological and
■of great benefit in advancing the corn mineralogical exhibit is very good, ed with the idea that the thieves would what had become of the child, ordered tion guaranteed to all.
an investigation. Lohmeyer has for
At G. F. Hunsicker's Store Rahn Station is unsurpassed in Variety,
crop, and tlje indications are that wo owing to the numerous surveying ex make a second attack and he succeeded given his wife, and will adopt the little
Quality and Price. We mention the principal Departments:
in
getting
a
number
of
neighbors
in
the
shall have grain enough to supply all peditions undertaken by the Govern
one. In investigating this case, the
our own wants, and send a great deal ment, each of which pours its discover house early last evening. The neigh officials found that a Mrs. Niblo had
bors were Jacob Moyer, David G. played a precisely similar trick on her
ed treasures into this store-house.
abroad.
You will always find us prepared to
We always keep a full and earefully
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In addition to these, the Institution Clemmer, James B. Funk, Edward husband.
fully equip you with Dry Goods of all
selected stock of Fresh Pure Groceries,
Klutz,
James
Henry,
William
Wiegner
possesses many interesting -curiosities.
descriptions, qualities and prices. An
so that every customer may make satis
R oSEson ’s influence was not sufficiently
enumeration is not necessary here. We
factory purchases. Coffee, Sugars,
Arms and armors, tools and ornaments Nathan Winner, William Gaulman,
STATE NOTICE.
will only mdntion, the latest calico
Teas, Spices, canned fruits, of the best.
extensive to reach into and control the of various savage and half-civilized na William Geißler, N. G. Blemmer, Chris
Drints, Calico remnants (th a t, we are
Produce; Apples, sweet and white pota
tian
Clemmer
and
Josephus
Gerhard.
Senate. - The House passed his naval tions, antiquities of different countries,
selling at a great sacrifice). Dress
Estate of Isaac B. Tyson, late of the township
toes, he. &c h e., “ E at drink and be
Goods;—latest- patterns. Cassimeres.
Perklomen, Montgomery County Pa. deceased.
Merry,” and remember that wc can sup
bill, appropriating $1000,000. When India and Chinese idols, Egyptain and These parties were fully armed with ofNotice
Sheetings—full width—bleached and un
is hereby given that Letters Testamen
ply you.
guns, pistols and rifles, and were quar
bleached; Tickings, &c &c, Remember
il reached the Senate that body reduced Indian mummies, the Egyptain believ tered on the ground floor and stationed tary upon said estate have been granted to the
------ ¡0—0:------ed to be three thousand years old. But
theTaet, and profit hy paying us a visit..
undersigned. All persons indebted to said
the figures to $400,000. The Senate it is impossible to enumerate in a letter at the windows in the upper stories. estate are requested to make immediate pay
deserves credit for this action. The of this length even a small portion of About eleven o’clock a noise was heard ment, and those having claims or demands
against the same will present them duly authen
N o tio n s, &c>,
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black masks. They were observed rethe best for the money in the market.
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improve the miserable navy, but honest the Institution. I cannot pass, how connoitering about the front and a June 15,6t.
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Teams to hire. Boarders taken at reason
vinced. 811k Handkerchiefs from ¿5
less tendency to waste the best part of ures in their exact form. The hair on yards at the slowly retreating marau
were sold at 15 to 20 cents per pair are
cents
to
$1.25.
White
handkerchiefs,
6
able
rates.
selling at 10 cents. We can supply you
the year in irrelevant debate.
the specimen possessed by the Institu ders and the firing was briskly return
for 25. Full stock of lad ies’ and Gent’s
I tâ
with any variety or specialty that you
neckwear.
Please
remember
us
when
tion is quite long and very fine. An ed. Bullets whistled by freely, hut as
may desire, so give ns a call.
g»§.m
^7
in need.
I t has been found that an extensive other case contains a shirt, tobacco they were from revolvers the aim was
^ s3J
FOR
LITTLE
MONEY
unsteady.
During
the
third
round
?
s
Remember that our Stock of Crockery and Queensware is
fire which broke out recently in Phila pouch, and several other articles of
GO TO
James Henry was struck in the left “ •« » K g
the largest in this section of the county. Any
delphia was started by three boys who use made of human skin. Fancy a shoulder, inflicting but a slight flesh
thing that you may desire we can supply
man wearing his enemy’s skin for a
Kl
W
.
H.
Blanchford,
you with a t bottom figures.
wanted to see a blaze. The youngest, shirt 1
wound. The night was quite dark and
i | M
PROPRIETOR OF THE
o
®
W
we have
who is seven, crawled in under a gate
The National Museum was establish the farmers kept well together and
»
$
to all, old
9
and let in his companions, one of whom ed by Congress in 1842, and in 1858 low. After at least one hour’s fight
&^
U *8
You will he sure of being suited, as I have
the
«
applied a match to a hay loft. As the was transferred to the care of the one of the thieves, apparently the
Jump-Seat carriages, three or four kinds of Plano9 a
leader of the gang, shouted that if
Smithsonian
Institution.
Its
object,
s
Box carriages, also the Brewster, Dexter and
et
fire destroyed two lumber yards and
Rahn Station Pa. ,
Q0o 0
Eleptie carriage. Come and examine my work
0
which is not generally understood, is a firing did not cease they, would bum
Iron Bridge P. O.
h
-k
©
I
©
©
H
thirteen buildings, as well as damaging most comprehensive one. I t is intend down every stable, bam: and; house on
9
and learn prices. w H . BLAN C ftf OBD,
Ammunition being ex
other property, their desires were ed to serve as- a vast record hall for the place.
Collegeville, Pa.
all that is immediately connected with hausted the farmers fell back to Clemabundantly gratified..
National Federation of Labor
Unions has issued an address to the
trades unions and workingmen’s assem
blies of the United States, urging upon
them the necessity of attending to the
selection of members of Congress who
are in sympathy with the claims of the
labor unions. The object of this move
ment, it seems, is the passage of na
tional legislation in the interest of a
system of arbitration of all disputed
questions between the laborer and the
capitalist.
T he

DRUG and P R E S C R IP T O I STORE !

I §?

©

Ü

00 ®

D IA R R H O EA
M IX T U R E .
AGUE PILLS, L IV E R PILLS,
CMcton Powder, for Gajs, Ronpe-ai Cholera,

%

L A D I E S D R ESS GOODS
BLACK GOODS, CASHMERES ALPACAS, BUNTINGS,

:

G R O C E R I E S ,

J o h n I . B ra d fo rd ,

BOOTS AND SHOES.
W ALL PAPER.

B E A V E R & SH ELLEN BERG EB,

TIO-HORSE POWER
THRESHER AM) CLEANER,

C A N N E D F R U IT , D R I E D F R U I T , &C.

Syrups and Sugars, Fresh and pure.

T IIT -SIIT E SHOP.

Fighting Away Thieves.

B O O T S -A -IETID S H O E S

TIN W A RE

J. W . D ig ele.

Harness Emporium,

CORNER STORIe .

D r y Goods and Notions.

JOHN G. DETfILER

JO S . G. G O T W A L S ,

Large

John &. Detwiler.

F.

G.

KRAFT,

G R O C E R IE S :

D R Y GOODS.

R

See.

Clothes and Cassimers’:

Boots & Shoes

i

H

1-22

j

iï

E . M . A U G E ’S

IM P L E M E N T S s

Trappe Hotel,

J. S. FREDERICK, Prop’r.

Ho

If jot rat a G»4 Carnap

In

m
f

i

Collegeville Carriage Works*

s?!l

Calicoes :

N O T IO N S ,

STOCKINGS ana HOSIERY :

Providence Independent,
T hursday, August 3 , 1882.
TERMS:—$1.25 PER YEAR, IN ADVANCE.

This paper has a larger circulation
fn this section o f the county than -any
other phper published. As an adver
tising medium the uIndependent" ranks
among the most desirable papers, having
a large and steadily increasing circula
lion in various localities throughout the
county.
It is the aim o f the editor and pub
lisher to make the u Independent" one o f
the best local and general newspapers
in the county, or anyv;here else, and to
this end we invite correspondence from
every section.

Tlie large warehouse that stood for
a number of years opposite the Station
house Collegeville,has been razed to the
ground and removed to the east side
of Perkiomen Bridge, Where the ma
terial will be used to erect a large Car
riage manufactory, for the use of W. H.
Blanchford. Mr. Blanchford bought
the real estate of the Johnson
heirs last fall, and will occupy the resi
dence and his new shop the latter part
of October.
Our Montgomery county people have
suifered so much from horse thieves
•that it will be a pleasure to them to
learn of the capture of the notorious
thief Abraham Whipple, whose brother
William Whipple, was Shot by an offi
cer while resisting arrest for horse
stealing. Abraham was arrested last
Saturday between Reading and Harris
burg, having in his possession at the
time a stolen horse and three setts of
harness.

by virtue of his purchase. The survey
of the hall property placed the line at a
point in the lane Iff inches from the ad
joining property, and running parallel
with a fence as far hack as the property
extended. Recently while Mr. Isett
was absent, attending to his butchering
business, a post was placed in the al
leged corner and a fence run along
This left a roadway of about 18 inches.
When he returned Mr. Isett viewed the
landscape o’er and easily concluded
that he could.not reach his barn with
his team through an 18 inch alley. He
procured an axe, dealt vigorous blows
upon the obstruction which faded from
its taunting position in less time than
it requires to tell the story. What the
result will be, and who was right, we
don’t pretend to know, as we have
heard only the facts as exemplified by
actual sight, and neither side of the
story leading to the destructive finale.

and Remy Fiegel. . This property was In M em ory of Benjam in Rambo
advertised once before, and Mr. Fiegel
Deceased.
explained at that time that he and his
W h e r e a s , I t lias pleased our Heavenly Fathwife had no interest in it.
er. in his infinite wisdom, to remove from this
Two houses and livery stable of life our late cherished colleague, The President
of the Black Rock Rridye Company, who by his
Charles H. Engle, of Pottstown.
manly virtues and sterling qualities, won the
The Windsor Hopse hotel, Norris sincere
respect and affectionate regard of his
town, property of Prof. T. S. C. Lowe. official associates; and
W h e r e a s , We, who for many years, have
House on Airy street,) Norristown, been
connected with him in the management of
and a dwelling house and several lots this
Bridge Company, desire to express our feel
in Bridgeport, the property- of Charles ings of sorrow and record a tribute of respect to
his memory; it is hereby
L. Cornman.
Resolved, That by Mr. Rambo’s death the
Grist and saw mill of William Wire- Company
has lost an officer of inestimable value;
man, in Towamencin township.
one, who by a constant devotion to its interests,
supplemented
by an unimpeachable integrity
Eighteen town lots of Chas. Jacobs,
and general courtesy, was well fitted to discharge
jr., in Bridgeport.
ail his official duties with intelligence and fidel
House and lot o r John O’Neil, on ity. In him the community has lost a citizen of
the highest character; one, who gave his best
Front street, Bridgeport.
to the interests of society, who was
Double frame houseof William Gaf energies
loyal to his country in her darkest hour, who
fe/ and Ellen Gaftcy,. his wife, on was respected by £^J1 good citizens, and one
whose example each of us may profitably imiSixth avenue, Conshohocken.
The Bridgeport hall and market
Rcsolved, That in his death his family has lost
house, property of the Bridgeport Hall an affectionate and devoted husband and father,
who was the pride and glory of a happy home ;
and Market House Company.
and we tender our warmest sympathy and con
House and lot of John M. Proctor, dolence to the stricken wife and bereaved child
in Hatfield township.
ren whom we commend to the care o f Him, who
House, lot and blacksmith shop of ¡9 the refuge and shield of the widow and orphan.
Resolved, That these Resolutions be published
Jacob Frick, in Pennsburg.
m the P r o v id e n c e I n d e p e n d e n t , and :i copy
House and lot of Jacob Y. Reading, be handed to the bereaved family.
in Hatboro.
Two . tracts, containing together 18 SOM E OF T H E N E W E S T B A R 
aeres and 2 perches, property of Thos.
G A IN S I N D R Y GOODS
Coleman, In Upper Dublin township.
A large variety of lawns of the best American
Three tracts of land of Samuel D.
makes, which were 12% cents are now 10 cents,
Townsend, in Limerick’township.
Two lots of James McDowell, in Up at Leopold’s.
The old 12% cent quality of Victoria lawn is
per Providence. >
Farm of 41 acres and 80 perches of now 10 cents, at Leopold’s.
An extra good quality of Victoria lawn at each
Joseph T. Byrnes, in Cheltenham town
ship.
of the following price’s : 10, 12 %, 15, 16,18, 20,

P U B L IC

SA LE

SPRING and )
SUM M ER j

OF

F R E SH COW S ! !
Will be sold at Public Sale, on MONDAY
AUGUST 7, at Perkiomen Bridge Hotel, One Car
Load of Fresh Cows with calves, direct
-^~AiW‘rom York county. Good judgment was
exercised in the selection of this stock, and it
will be to the interest of purchasers to attend
sale. Sale at 2 o’clock p. m. Conditious by
T„ „
'
H. H. ALLEBACH.
J. G. Fetterolf, auet.
J . G. Detwiler, clerk.

OHIO

G ood s,
Agent for Knox’es Hats, the
Gldbe Shirt and Celluloid Collars, cuffs,

IS «

C O W S !

fetori

.

R

o o t ,

Great Reduction in Prices.

SA L E

— “*AT TH E---- . .

Collegeville Greenhouse,
Will be sold at public sale on MOND \Y
AUGUST, 7th 1882 at Frederick’s Hotel Trappe,
One Car-Lord of Fresh Cows. Direct from the
¡state ot Ohio. These cows were selected by the
subscriber in Ohfo. He spared neither time nor
trouble in collecting one of the finest lots of cat
tle ever shipped here. Straight, heavy stock
good baggers and milkdrs. Come one and all
and favor us with your bids. Sale to commence
at o o cloek. Conditions by
w
_ .
EZRA DIENER.
W. McFeat, auctioneer.

For Month of July
maf;iw« shePatioRs at my GREENiiUUSE, I will dispose the balance df mv Stock

Fishing Contrary to Law.
of tine and well shaped PLANTS, at the follow
p e r k io m e n r a il r o a d 7
ing extraordinary LOW prices:_
We have been reliably informed that
M. S. Houck, Esq., a well-known
4 in- P°ts’ 10c- eafcll>51-00 doz.
L/OLJlUS, assorted, 4c. each, 35c. doz.
We publish the following schedule gratuitously citizen and Justice of the Peace of certain parties are in the habit of catch
Frederick township, this county, has ing black bass with floats, also by shoot
for the convenience of our readers.
RO SES, B E G O N IA S ' P E T U N IA S,
These meth
Passenger, trains leave Collegevill Station as gone astray from the path of rectitude, ing them in clear water.
&e. in Proportion*
follows:
and fled to Canada. He was the cus ods are directly contrary to law, and,
FOR P IIII.A D E I.P H IA AND POINTS SOUTH.
todian of considerable money belonging if persisted in t.he Perkiomen will soon
TATE NOTICE.
NOW READY
M ilk.. .........................■........................... 6.24 a. m. to other people, and it is supposed that be depopulated of bass. For the special
Acebtamodatldn.........................
.8.25a.m.
M arket... .. — .................................... .1.35p. m. financial difficulty-, brought about by benefit of these offenders we publish
Estate of HENRY HARLEY, late of Upper
Accomodation............................................... 4.45 p.m. speculation, is the cause of his flight. below the law in reference to this mat
Providence township, Montg. Co., dec’d.
POB ALLENTOW N AND PO IN TS NORTH AND W EST.
Notice is hereby given that letters of adminisThere are frequent warnings against ter, enacted at the last session of the
tration have been granted to the undersigned. The finest, most stocky and best shaped pi ante
Mail .... . . . . . v. ........................................7.44 a. m. speculating with other people’s money, Legislature.
All
persons indebted to said estate are requested to be had anywhere, at the very low price of
Accomodation...............................
9.14a.m.
“No person shall by any means or
to make immediate payment, and those having
Market.....................................................3.13 p. m. but withal,The passion continúes-—car
legal claims against the same will present then!
Accommodation............t ...................... 6.38 p. m. rying its victims on to ruin, and pov ¡device whatsoever, catch or Reil in any
35c. 100, $ 2 .5 0 1000,
without delay in proper order for settlement to
erty into the homes of many who trust waters of this State, any black bass,
SUNDAYS— SOUTH.
ISAAC K. HARLEY. )
Here
is a bargain for Celery Growers to take
Milk. . . ..........
:6.24 a. m. their funds in the hands .of “respected green bass, yellow bass, willow bass,
hold of.
ABRAHAM K. HARLEY. > Admrs
Accomodation ..................................
5.12 p.m.citizens.”
22, 25 and 30 cents at Leopold’s.
rock bass, Lake Erie or grass bass,
JOHN K. HARLEY V
P. O. Address, Trappe, Pa.s
NORTH.
pike or pickerel, or wall-eyed pike com T w o S tra y Item s from Down
7?l/f-rjecu 7 ^ . a FH S n supply of TURNIP,
India Linens and Persian Lawns are sheer and
UUTA R A O A and Winter R A D ISH SEEDS,
Accommodation............................................9.35 a.m. On Wednesday morning Harry, only monly known as ' Susquehanna salmon,
just
the
tilings
to
“
do
up”
nicely,
prices
20
,
25,
Country.
wholesale and retail. Also many novelties to
Milk....... , ...........................................
6.06p.m. child oi John Briley, aged eleven years,
gUNDAY
PAPERS.
between the first day of January: and
suit the tastes of all, for sale at the lowest mar30, 35, 37%, 4Q, 45 and 50 cents in white, also
On Friday last, Mrs. F. G. Rosen- some fine cream colored, at Leopold’s.
ket prices.
B. &..Walt, Limerick Square, still manufac residing with his parents in Norriton the first day of June, nor shall catch or
The
different
Philadelphia
Sunday
papers
will
berger,
of
Harmony
Square,
was
returi
by mail aiid ^ o se left with the Coltures his famous ' ice-cream. Parties, pic-nics, township, one mile below Fairview,was Riel any of said species of fish at any
Hundreds of yards of laces and swiss embroid
delivered to those wishing to purchase along legetille Baker will receive prompt attention by
and Weddings, supplied at reasonable rates.
sitting on the fence minding the cows other lime during the year save only Ing home from a visit to Worcester, eries for white suits, at Leopold’s. Swiss em be
the line of Collegeville, Frcelaud and Trappe,
when one of them approached him. He with a rod., hook and line ; any violation when the horse sturiibled, landing the broideries have grown very scarce in the market every Sunday morning,
HORACE RIMBY,
M. Auge, one of Norristown’s most jumped from the fence and the cow of this section shall subject the offen lady and her child by the roadside. and yet the assortment here is very choice and
SEED SM AN and FLORIST.
respected and talented citizens was in horned him in liis hack and stomach. der to a penalty of Ten Dollars for The horse started kicking and kicked varied.
HHHRY YOST,
Collegevil!e, Montg. Co., Pa.
News Agent,
town on Tuesday, and we had the pleas He drove the cows home,'told how he each, and every offense.”
until the shafts became detached from
Collegeville.
Large assortment o f figured swiss with em
ure of a few moments interview with had been hurt and fainted. Thursday
There, ye guilty, read the law and the vehicle, when the animal started broideries to trim them, for ladies’ cool white
him,
:
night at eleven o’clock he died of his sin no more against the statutes. The off at full speed. After running a dis suits there is nothing prettier, at Leopold’s.
injuries.
law will be put to the uses for which it tance of two miles the horse was cap Lace mitts in fine as well as cheap grades in F. A. Lehman, Solicitor of American and For
.-^Saturday next, August 5th, is the
Patents. Washington, D. C. All business
was intended if you continue in your tured near Green Hill, and was' found blacks and colors, some of them very grate bar eign
Died From Lock-jaw.
connected with Patents, whether before the Pat
last day for executors', administrators,
to be badly injured, -the occupants
wayward course.
ent Office or the Courts, promptly attended to
guardians and trustees to file their ac
of the carriage were.slightly bruised. ' gains, at Leopold’s.
About two weeks ago while William
charge made unless a patent is secured A .
R,
H ou sek eep er,
The new shades of pink and blue stockings in No
counts in the Register of Wills office Lee, an eight-year-old son of Thomas Hom e F lash es and S tray Sparks
Send for circular.
Some time ago several fishermen Misses and Ladies, all sizes, at Leopold’s.
for the September term of Court.
ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHER.
went forth to fish for black bass. They
Lee, rag dealer, residing at Battle Hill,
F rom Abroad.
Leopold offers a fine line of imported stockings
J W. ROYER, M. D.,
threw in their lines in the Perkiomen, in handsome styles at 25 Cents.
belown Norristown, was playing, he
--------IS AT-------—Stay
out.
The Limerick Square Sunday School ran a rusty nail in liis foot. The mem
near the Skippaok Creek. Soon one of
A very fine quality of men’s half hose in new
will join- the Evangelical Sunday ber, began to swell, and in tv very short
TRAPPE, Montgomery County Pa.
—Evening promenades are all the the party imagined that he had a bon styles of imported goods, all sizes at 25 cents, at
Practising Physician,
School, this place, in holding a pie-nie time it became extremely painful, The
anza on liis hook and vigorously pulled Leopold’s.
style,
and
young
people
embrace
the
All kinds of pictures taken in the best manner,
in Custer’s grove, near this place, on lad suffered the most excruciating pain,
and warranted to give entire satisfaction. Pic-”
TRAPPE, p a ,
to land the prize. He surely had a
Gauze shirts for children, men and women, In
opportunity as well as each other.
Saturday August 12.
Office at Ms residence, nearly opposite Masonic tures copied, to same size as the original or en
whopper—he thought, so at least. He several qualities, at Leopold’s.
and on' Saturday night death put an
larged. Pictures taken in cloudy o r rainy
Hall.
—The pic-nic season is here.
pulled again, and soon the hook came
end to his sufferings.
New handsome styles in children's collars,
weather of adults only. Bring children oit clear
The Lutheran Sunday School, this
days. I invite all persons wishing a good picture
Y. W EBER, M. D.,
—The Reading Railroad are prepar up out of the water with a drowned that wear and wash well, at Leopold’s.
place, in connection with the Indus
to give me a trial. Yours, &c.
The Lutheran Lyceum, this place,
If you want something for a good looking thin
pup
having
a
stone
tied
to
its
neck.
trial Sunday School, of Schwenks- held a regular monthly meeting on ing to erect a new freight house at Tableau.
coat
for
gents
or
boys,
go
to
Leopold’s
and
they
A. R. HOUSEKEEPER.
viile, will take an excursion to Fair- Thursday evening, July 27th, at the Pottstown.
will suit you exactly.
Practising
Physician,
mount Park on Saturday August 26.
Lutheran Church. , The exercises were
There is still an elegant assortment of Lace
Base Ball.
•The trip to Chicago was a short
E V AN SBÜ RG , PA.
as follows :—Prayer, by Rev. 0. P. one.
buntings and Nun’s veiling, at Leopold’s. ■ The
A match game of base ball was played prices are very low.
Office Honrs :— 8 to 10, a. m. 2 to 4 , p. m. 7 to 9
The Union Sunday School of Rahn Smith, Solo, by Miss Mary Rambo ;
p. m.
Station will hold its annual pic-nic on Address, by Rev. 0. I’. Smith, on
—There will be plenty of work for on Saturday afternoon last at College
Lor a good Levantine Sun Umbrella go-to
Thursday August 24, on Chas. M. Recreation ; Solo, by Miss Cora Ram brass hands in the approaching politi ville, between the Perkiomen and Nor Leopold’s.
g F. SLOUGH.
ristown clubs, resulting in a score of
Hunsicker’s Island _at that place. A bo ; Reading, by Miss Lena Shuler, and cal campaign.
For a 50 cent eorset that excells any yon have
22 to 18 in favor of the former.
band of music, will: be in attendance, Duet, by Dr. A. Rambo and Miss Cora
ever seen, go to Leopold’s.
—Fascination, like distance, lends
The Perkiomen base ball club of
every effort will be put forth to Rambo. It was agreed not to. hold
A tto r n e y -a t-L a w ,
The best satin bl ack sash' ribbon -is $1.00 at
Tnclmntnient to the view. '
Collegeville indulged in another con Leopold’s. Any sold lower are not as good Norristown, Pa. Office, 315 SWEDE St. Speaks
render the occasion a pleasant one.
a meeting during thè month of August.
test with the Royorsford club, on the quality.
English and German.
A number of new and second-hand carriages
The new postal card is not meeting
At Gettysburg, last Tuesday, the
for sale very cheap.
A full spring carriage l
The latest styles of sash ribbons are watered.
Vennor says : I cannot but think with much favor from some postmast grounds of the latter, on Friday last,
new Bar-Spring carriage, second-handA
monument erected by Post 11, of Nor that August will be another month of
p G. HOBSON,
—Leopold’s have all the desired shades.
and
were
subjected
to
a
defeat
—22
to’
double Seated PHAETON new; and others not
ristown, to .the memory of General storms, an usual rain fall with one or ers and mistresses. Being doubled 37. Ye gallant members of the Perk
Leopold’s stock of fan's is very large.
nient?oned. Call soon and secure bargains.
S. K. Zook, who was killed in the two remarkable low curves of temper down they can no longer read the con iomen club! will the tables*neyer turn?
All kinds of wagons and carriages made to
If you want a nice bathing suit made in good
order.
Prices reasonable.
A
tto
r
n
e
y
-a
t-L
a
w
,
great battle, was unveiled. Colonel ature. I expect snowfalls will he re tents.
The Royersforders are evidently enti style go to Leopold’s.
Theodore Bean, of Norristown, deliver corded in extreme western and north
If you want a first-class sewing machine, no
tled to the cake, and if that won’t suf
SII SW E D E Street Norristown, Pa.
—Stay out.
E. K. WELDNER.
matter what make, cou can buy it, and receive
ed an oration.
fice, then a whole bakery.
western sections, and cold rains at
be seen every evening at his residence in
with it a five year guarantee, at Leopold’s a t a Can
Freeland.
—An
-Allentown
dog
earns
his
salt
ANTED.'
The court house officials and the dis reasonable price.
southerly sections shortly after
It is custom for the authorities of more
by eating potato bugs, and keeping ciples of Blaekstone, young and gay
Hundreds of machines have been sold at $50
the
middle
of
the
month.
^
D.
FETTEROLF,
the Insane Hospital at Norristown to
a large tract of potatoes free from the old and gray, are practicing with ball’ which are no better than can be bought at Leo
10 or 12 ladies to learn H at Trimming. Appold’s for $30 to $40.
send the County Commissioners^ an
pests.
ply at once to
and bat. The former have challenged
Under
the
Postal
Law
and
regula
estimate for the board, etc., of patients tions neither husband nor wife can
IRONBRIDGE HAT MANF^G. ASSOCIATION
Justice of the Peace
—It is rumored that Dr. Acker is the latter to contest for the superiority
from this county three m onths"in ad
Rahn Station.
Ironbridge P. O,
Philadelphia Produce Market.
in
the
national
game..
When
the
op
control
the
delivery
of
correspondence
CONVEYANCER and General Business agent.
vance. The estimate for the next three addressed to each other. -When so in about to start a newspaper in Norris posing elements meet on the field of
Flour.
v\ ill clerk sales at reasonable rates,
town.
months is $3,212.
Extra Family___ 5 20 @
battle, it will be a gala day for Norris Pennsylvania
structed a postmaster must refuse to
Western E x tra........................... 6 50 @ 6
C O L L E G E V IL L E Pa.
—The Deacon of Talmage’s Row town, the hub will put on its holiday Rye Flour......... ....................... 4 00 @ 4
On Saturday last the County Com deliver letters to the husband which
Regular
office
days:—Monday and Thursday of
argues
a
point
well.
attire and the inhabitants will watch
missioners instructed Mr. J. D. Steel to are addressed to wife and vice versa.
each week; also every evening.
witli
breathless
anticipation
the
result
Red
Wheat.
In
the
absence
of
instructions
to
the
.
1
IL
@
1
make out plans and specifications for
—The Dr. has cat-eyes. He:sees as
Com .......
This hotel furnishes special accommodations to
.. 87 @
])R . B. F. PLACET"
the building of two bridges in Mont contrary, the wife’s letters should be well in the dark as in davlight. He of the conflict.
Oats.........
boarders, the locality and surroundings being
70 @
gomery county. One over the mouth placed in the husband’s box or deliver dreams dreams too.
Rye...........^
specially adapted for pleasure seekers. Bar al
• 65 @
Stock Sal,es.
ways stocked with the best liquors and cigars.
of Shippack creek, in Lower Provi- ed to him with his own letters.
PROV ISION S.
Ice
Cream. Ample stabling for stock.
D
E
N
T
I
S
T
I
I
deuce township, the other over Perki
—“You don’t know what your’e talk
.23 50
During the last two weeks the fresh Mess Pork.
Dried Beef.............
Dedication Services.
[Graduate
of
the
University
of
Pennsylvania.]
18
ing about, already.” Cucumber.
omen creek, in Upper Hanover town
cattle market has not Been tremend Mess Beef
Farmers’ and Mechanics’ Hotel,
.22 50 @22 i
ship.
The dedication of the Ironbridge- ; —The last month of summer has ously brisk, but at present the indica Beef Hams.............
.23 00 @25 i
COLLEGEVILLE,
Pa.
M A IN ST R E E T , CORNER OF B A R B A 
Haras......................
tions promise a large increase in the
Union Chapel, of Rahn’s Station, this
•
L r> % @
Near Fenton’s Store. Branch Office at Ea<riePottstown and vicinity appears to county, will take place on Saturday arrived, and brought with it a welcome number of sales, especially if the threat Sides....... ..............
. 14%@
DGES, N O RRISTO W N , Pa.
ville. Will attend to Branch Office on Monday
Shoulders...............
•
H%@
breed fish and snake liars in greater afternoon of this week, August 5th, visitor—the rain.
and Tuesday.
ening weather brings a soaking rain.
Pickled Shoulders.
•
10
%@
:
proportion to the population than any Services commencing at 2 o’clock.'
Allebaeh’s sale at Perkiomen Bridge Lard........................
• 1S%@ 1
-r-The average quantity of milk re
C. SHULER.
other section on the face of the earth. I he Rev. F. R. S. Hunsicker, a native
on Monday was a success, as usual.
D .c
quired
for
one
pound
of
butter
at
the
The latest consignment to the public and for many years a resident of the
Best, of Liquors, Fresh Beer on draught and
Flaxseed................
. 1 28 @ 1 .'
creameries is a b o u t. 22 pounds, or His next sale will be held on Monday Timothy...........
Fine Cigars. Bottled Beer sold to families by
from the source indicated is the story place, but now residing at Carversville, about
2 1
Trappe
Pa.,
will
repair
watches
and
clocks
at
afternoon next at 2 o’clock sharp.
13 quarts.
the
dozen or by the box.
Clover....................
• 7%@
Short notice, either at home or at your residence.
that a man says he saw a black snake Bucks county, will preach the dedica
Ezra Diener, a new hand at the pub
Good bed-rooms and boarding at reasonable
All
kinds
of
tools
manufactured
and
repaired
on the road eleven feet long and seven tory sermon.
rates;
—Camphor on a handkerchief placed lic sale business advertises a fine lot of
The Rev. H. S. RodenGood workmanship. Low prices.
Philadelphia Hay Market.
inches in circumference.
haugh, of Eagelville, will also be pres on your pillow at night, will prevent Ohio Cows at public sale, at Frederick’s
Ample stabling and good hostlers.
Ju8-3m
P h il a d e l p h ia , July 29,18S2.
J P. KOONS,
the mosquitoes from disturbing y o u r hotel on Monday afternoon, next.
During the week ending the above dated there
Frank Corson, son of William Cor ent to give an address. There will be slumbers.
W. C. Foresmnn will offer a good were received at the Farmers’ Hay and Straw
son, fell through the funnel of his hay divine services in the evening of the
Market 253 loads of hay and 47 of straw, which
P ra ctica l S la ter I !
mow, on his farm near New Centreville, same day,, when, the Rev. Moses Gott—The much needed rain came to lot of Western Pennsylvania fresli were sold a t the following prices :
cows
at
Dorworth’s
hotel
this
after
shalk,
of
Schwenksville,
a
bishop
of
The young and highly bred Trotting..
Chester county, a few days ago, and
Prime Timothy Hay per 100pounds. ..1 05@1 15
hand Tuesday night. A large corn
R A H N ’S S T A T IO N Pa.
noon.
Mixed
’*
<* <: « ,
_ 95@1 05
.Stallion, YOUNG WARMALBEE,
received injuries of such a serious the JVieimonite church will preach in crop is now ensured.
Straw per 100 pounds......... .................. 7g@ gg
Dealer in every quality of Rootling, Flag- Will stand for the season at Limerick Square
character that for a brief period there the German language,—other united
ging1, and Ornamental Slates. Send for estima Sale Stables. Young Warmalbee is a Dapple
—
Phe
Collegeville
hero
now
wears
a
clergymen
contributing
to
the
interest
after his life was despaired of. He lay
tes, and prices.
Brown, stands 15% hands high; Four years old.
Philadelphia Cattle Market.
Breeders are invited to examine him or send for
uftconscious four hours. He is now im of the occasion in the English-language. stand-up collar. He appears well.
pedigree. Address
On Sunday afternoon, of the day fol
Reef cattle were dull, and prices were a frac FDWARD DAVID,
proving and will recover.
—Dr.
Bomberger
and
wife
are
listen
LIMERICK SQUARE SALE STABLES. '
tion lower, owing to the large receipts. 3200
lowing, the Sabbath School of the
May 11 8m l
_____________. Montg. Co., Pa.
head arrived and sold’at the different yards at
The Sunday School celebration of place, which since its organization has ing to the wild waves a t Ocean Grove,
4@8%c. per pound, the latter rate for extra.
PAINTER
and
PAFSR
h
HAHGER,
weredull and %c. per pound lower.
St. James’ Episcopal church, Evans- been meeting in Friendship Hall, will
Perkiomen Bridge Hotel,
—Our reporter says the cranks are
10,000 head sold at the different yards at 3%@
burg, will be held on Saturday August transfer itself bodily to said Chapel, not all dead. The other evening a
COLLEGEVILLE PA.
5%c., and lambs at 4@7e. per pound.
J. W - S. G ross Proper.
19, in the grove adjoining tlie church. where exercises in the interest of the clerical looking individual stepped be
Hogs were in demand and firmly held. 3000 Orders promptly attended to. Can do any kind
This popular summer resort still maintains an
head arrived and sold at the different yards at of work in the line of painting, graining, and
The friends of the school are invited Sabbath School cause, consisting of fore a sensible young man and had the
reputation. Bar always stocked With-,
11 %@ 12% per pound, as to quality.
paper-hanging, satisfactorily. Estimates cheer excellent
to participate in the usual manner. A singing, short addresses, &c., will be impudence to advise him to “keep his
the
best liquors and cigars. Ample stable room
fully furnished upon application.
for stock. Permanent and transient boarders
contest for prizes among scholars will held. The formal dedicatory festive mouth shut.”
A most reliable remedy for the speedy and g H E R IF F ’S SALE.
taken at reasonable rates.
ICE CREAM in
take place on the ground about 4 services will close with a meeting on
JJORACE RIMB y U
certain cure of Rheumatism, Sprains, Bruises;
season.
Samuel Reese, Rahn Station, who Neuralgia, Headache, Toothache, Stiff Joints
o’clock.
Sabbath'evening, when there may be a
3y virtue of a writ of Levari Facias issued out
g H E R IF F ’S SALE.
number of short addresses delivered by was killed on the railroad last week, Sores, Pain in the Side, Back or Limbs, Cuts
the Court of Common Pleas of Montgomery
Wayne Council, No. 27, 0. U. A. M., earnest, liberally minded, large hearted leaves a wife and seven children to Burns or Scalds, Sore Throat,, Frosted Feet, Soft of
County to me directed will be exposed to sale
Corns,
Chapped
Hands,
Mumps,
Quinsy,
Bites
of Phcenixville, are making extensive Christian workers,; who may be present, mourn his loss.
By virtue of a writ of Venditioni Exponas
or Stings of Insects, Poison from Plants, Cramps by Public vendue on WEDNESDAY AUGUST Collegeville, Mont. Co., Pa.
issued out of the Court of Common Pleas of
Preparations for a grand parade of the both of the laity and the clergy. The
Colie, Diarrhoea, and all cases where there is 23d 1882 at.2 o’clock P. M. in the Court Room
Montgomery
County, to me directed, will be
—Hon. Josiah S. Pearce, of Lower pain or distress
at the Court House in the Borough of Norris
order in that place on Saturday, Sep Ironbridge Union Chapel Association
tS y T h e Magnetic Liniment will give Speedy town county aforesaid. The following described
Wreaths, Crosses, Baskets, &e, filled with na exposed to sale by public vendue, on WEDNES
tember 9. Invitations have been ex wishes its building''grounds, and all Merion, it is said, will not be a candi itclief,
Real Estate. All that certain Messuage and tural flowers. Weddings, Funerals, Commence DAY AUGUST 23, 1882, at 2 o'clock p. m., in
if applied to the parts affected.
the Court Room at the Court House in the bor
tendedto one hundred and thirty Coun that appertains thereto, to be specially date for re-election to the Assembly.
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicines two contiguous lots marked Nos. 104 and 105 on ments, &c, promptly attended to.
ough of Norristown, county aforesaid the fol
generally.
David Sowers plan of lots, situate in the village
cils throughout the State and it is ex dedicated to “ Sabbath School purposes,
—Thomas, of the Lansdale Reporter
lowing
described Real Estate : All that cer
of Mont Clare, Upper Providence township said
H. KEELER,
pected that two thousand men will be and to the preaching of the pure Gos is prompt in conferring honors, and
tain messuage and three tracts of land situate in
county. Beginning at a corner of the Public
Price
25
Cents
per
Bottle,
in line.
the township-of Limerick, and bounty aforesaid*
School House lot, having a front on Amelia
pel of Jesus Christ free from all narrow offices as well. This is very kind in
to-w it:—
Street of eighty feet, and extending in depth, of
Prepared and for sale by
Thomas.
minded,
baneful,
selfish,
and
bigoted
No 1. Beginning in the Swamp road, bound
that width between said 'Sehool House lot and F a in ter, G rainer,
The Sunday School o f St. Luke’s
ed by road leading to Shoemakeris mill, and
lot No. 106 in said plan one hundred and sixty
Reform church, this place, will hold its denominational Shibboleths. “All the
lands
or late of C. A. Rapp, Jacob Smith,
—Blackberries
are
ripe.
The
dry
three
feet
six
inches
to
a
40
.
feet
wide
street.
and P ap er-H an ger. John T.nowMiller,
Peter Schaffer, containing 23
annua! celebration, in the Campus con clergy of the neighborhood and the pub weather has caused a shortage in the
Containing Thirteen Thousand and eighty square
lic
generally
are
cordially
invited
to
be
acres and 14 perches of land more or lessT R A P P E PA.
The im ,A t =!L
wil1 fln<l
for sale also by SMITH, feet of land more or less.
nected with Ursinus College, on the
crop.
No. 2. Bounded by lands now or late of Pater
?C IN E & CO., 309 and 311 North 3d street, provements are a two story frame housefn®**^
Orders entrusted to, me will receive prompt Herrick, Jeremiah Wiser, John Gilbert and
19th of August 1882. Refreshments present at the several services of the
Philadelphia.
jy l3 ’82.Iy. with frame kitchen attached, a frame**
atteutiou. Contracts made at reasonable figures. John Roeller, containing 5 acres and 128 perches
—John McCall, of Spring Mill, has
stable and all necessary out buildings a™ ¡gi
will be furnished by J . H. Richards of above announced dedication.
of land more or less.
Seized and taken in execution as the property of All work done in a satisfactory manner.
been held in $1000 to" answer a charge ß G. CHASE & CO.,
Collegeville. No sutlers will be allowed
No. 3. Bounded by lands now or late of Isaac
James
McDowell and to be sold by
Our
friend
B.
P.
Isett,
of
Limerick
of attempting to stop an express train
MRS.
E.
P.
LACÈMAÎ?
on the grounds. The public is cordially
Hunsberger, Isaac Liriderman, Jacob Smith,
JOSEPH FRANKENFIELD.
Square, is a man full of determination. at that point.
invited to attend.
Peter Shaffer and others, containing 9 acres and
Sheriff’s Office Norristown Pa.
S h e r if f
Last fall Mr. Isett purchased a part of
93 perches of land more or less, ^ e
July 25th 1882.
Attends to Laying out the Dead, and Shroud improvements are a two-story
—Act 1. I ’m here. Act 2.—Stay
Mechanics’ Hall property from parties
Making. Satisfaction guaranteed.
D e ath .
House, (dashed) 22 feet by 30 feet,;2
G E N E V A , N. Y.
formerly members of the lodge, but there. Act 3.—Tableau.
Collegeville P. O., Pa.
FRESH FISH
rooms on first floor, 4 on second, garret,
In Philadelphia, July 26, Mary Pat who have sinee resigned. A dispute
cellar,
porch, fror
d back, well and pump at
Ornamentals, Shrubs, Evergreens, Plants,
terson in the 75th year of her age. aJ).out the boundarfts between the memdoor,
and VEGETABLES, JO H N MILLER,
emse. Frame barn 33 feet
S heriff’s Sales.
Vines,
&c.,
&c.
The deceased, a most estimable lady, bers, led them to have the property
•bV 48 :
, 13 I\ead vo f cattle, wagon
The
undersigned
will
visit
Trappe
and
vicinity
Sheriff Frankenfield will expose the
-i corn crib, chicken house,
was an only sister to Robert Patterson surveyed. There is a narrow lane,next
CHOICEST EVER-BLOOM ING ROSES.
on
Tuesday
and
Friday
of
eaeh
week
with
Fresh
^alì^neòess
try out. buildings fruit &e.
T A I L
and was born and raised in this town to the hall, leading into Mr. Isett’s following properties for sale on Wed Sent to any address. Orders solicited and Fish of diiferent kinds, all vegetables in season,
.Seized: 1 taken in es ecutiou as the property of
nesday,
August
23:
and a supply of lemons, oranges, cocoanuts, &c.
promptly attended to by
Samuel . TownÁeijdj and to be sold by
ship, but of late years had been a resi premises which he has always used and
• s
TRAPPE, PA.
JOSE! H FRANKENFIELD, .
Hotel and tract of land in Hatfield
dent of Manayunk,
G. J. RO YER, Trappe Pa.
Suite
cut
and
made
to
order
in
accordance„
with
which he understood belonged to him township, the property of Maggie A.
HENRY
Sh e r if f ,
atest styles, or
style^that, naay be desired.
P. S. Orders for fall taken to September 9th.

Es

100,000 Celery Plants,

PHOTOGRAPHY.

P A T E N T S.

tlf

M

217 High Street, Pottstown, Pa.

—AT—

P U B L IC

HATS

,
assortment, lowest prices, and
e ‘},T,Fj t S T The only place to find a
full hue o f Mens’

Special BarpiK
at tks Limericlc Spare

CARRIAGE WORKS !

W

fl

Grater's Ford Hotel,

H. D. ALDERFEE,

FRANKS. MOYER, Prop’r.

y

Attention Farmers ] !

HEADMAN’S

MAGNETIC LINIITNT !

FLORIST,

P.M. HEADMAN, Pm liirg Pa.

F R U IT GROWERS,

Iff—'it rfl iT»irxs5Wgfr~»r

IF YOUWANT THE BEST AND CHEAPEST
ably it is found on more than half the
MACHINES GO TO
tables in New York, Philadelphia, and
In pursuance of an ’A ct of Assembly approved
some other cities. In villages and
Wishing to Purchase Fresh
H E E B N E E & SO N S,
March 17,1868, and supplementary acts thereto,
Edited by J. K. H A N L E Y .
country places it has scarcely yet ap
the Treasurer of Montgomery county will meet
D a ir y F ix t u r e s ,
C lo th es "Wr in g e r s ,
S to v es ,
L A N S D A L E , Monty. Co., Penna.,
peared.
the taxpayers of said county, at the following
hamed times and places, for the purpose of re- .
P a in t s & O il s ,
T e r r a C o tta P i p e ,
The porridge is made by simply boil T in w a r e ,
WHY AMERICANS ARE FRAIL.
The Oldest Agricultural Works in Penna.
ceiviug the State and County Taxes, for the year
Should remember that the undersigned passes
O i l C lo th .
1882, assessed in their respective districts, viz:
C h im n e y T ops .
Next to the want of rest ancl sleep ing the meal in water, the same as corn L a m ps .
through this section every
meal, and it eomes to the table rather
Township of Upper Salford, west, at the pub
as a cause of the frail bodies to he seen thick. Its advantages are, it sits easily
lic bouse'of Samuel Bucher, on Thursday, July
20, from 1 to 4.
throughout the country comes a want on the stomach, never souring, as every
Township of Lower Salford, at the public
house of Isaac K. Ziegler,- on Iriday, duly 21,
With a full supply of Fresh Meats, and will of food. When company comes to a preparation of corn meal is apt to do ;
—— P R I C E S
L O W - ----- —
from '9 to 3,
take pleasure in waiting- upon those who may farm-house the table presents a glo the taste is more pleasant than any
Are much the easiest for the horses,, and have
Township of Perkiomen, west, at the pujlic favor him with their custom.
F
in
e
C
u
t
l
e
r
y
,
' P lated W a r e ,
the only safe and reliable Speed Regulator ever
house of David JI. Bean, on Monday, duly 24,
rious appearance. Chickens and pre preparation of Graham flour; it is a
applied to* horse powers,
mild aperient, it is said to 'be. unequal
I ce C r e a m F r e e z e r s ,
W a t e r C o llers ,
from f) to 3/
B . F . IS E T T .
serves and pickles and nice bread and ed in muscle-producing qualities, and
Township of Perklompn, east* at the public
H e e b n p r ' s L it t l e G ia n t - T h r e s h in g a n d
B
ir
d
C
ag
es
.
•
B
r
u
sh
e
s
,
&
c
.
house of Michael S» Croll,-Oil Tuesday, duly 25,
innumerable good things crown the in restoring the waste of the brain by
C l e a n in g M a c h in e ,
from 0 to 3.P L U M B I N G & GAS F I T T I N G , L E A D P I P E S , &C.
Borough of Lahsdale, at the public house of
board, hut, let the guests go away, and its phosphoric elements; and above all
AND
THRESHERS
AND SHAKERS.
A. Freed, On Wednesday, duly 26, from 9 to.3.
C A S W E L L & MOORE, 243 Bridge-Street, Phoenixville, Pa.
it is amazing how quickly those good it meets with general acceptance from
Township of Franconia,' at the public house of
the
delicate
and
fastidious
American
Also
all
the
hest
Mowers,
Reapers, Hay
■John Binder, on Thursday duly 27, from 9 to 3.
things disappear! They are all tran taste, which is probably correct,because
Rakes, &c.
Township of H atfield at the -public house of
TRAPPE, PA. The different grades of cigars
All kinds of Iron and Brass Castings made to
Oliver Althousc, qd Fridayduly 28, froiu 9 to 3.
manufactured. Good tobacco in the hands of a sient. The lambs and pigs and chick it has been established by the use of
Township of Towamencin, at the public house £ood workman will make capital cigars. This is
order.
great
abundance
and
variety
of
food,
a
ens
need
have
no
fear
of
harm
from
the
of A. S. Bickel, on Monday duly 31.from 10 to 3. putting the whole business in a nutshell. Special
Repairing done by competent workmen and at
Borough of Hatboro, at the public house of brands made to order. Give K raut's cigars a regular family. It is only when com result of the natural ‘selection of the
lowest prices.
$
2
.
5
0
^
ill
Buy
a
nice
little
Boy’s
Suit,
age
from
4
to
10.
/ohn B.'dOnesjOn Tuesday August 1, from 10 to 3.
ial, and be happy.
Steam Engines, Boilers, and outfits for MiDs,
pany comes that any chicken need fear fittest.’
Township of Moprelaiid. Lower, at -the public
S 4 . 0 Q - W ill buy a good suit for a hoy aged from 5 to 12.
Factories, Creameries, *&e. Send for Circulars,
An analysis of Scotch oatmeal made
house of Eii Engle, on Wednesday, August 2,
for
its
life,
or
that
any
child
need
hope
by Liebig and Hassel, shows that bar
from 8 to 12.
$ 5 . 0 0 —WH! buy a suit for a hoy in'years from 7 to 15.
B L A C K S M IT H X N G H2BBNSR k SONS,
Township, of Moorcland, Upper, at the public
for cake or pudding. The ninety-nin'e ley contains 14, corn 12£, and oats 20
house of Thomas Dance-, on Wednesday, August
$ 5 . 0 0 —Will buy a fair suit for a man.
The undersigned having located at Keelor’s meals are poorly devised and executed, per cent, of nutritious element of life
LANSDALE, PA.
2, from 1 to 4.
Smith Shop, a "short distance west of Trappe,
$ 6 . 5 0 - For this sum you can purchase a better suit.
Township of Abington, -at tile public house of
ill take pleasure in executing all kinds of gulped down, and upon a basis of salt and of the musecls ; and as its merits
Samuel lloupt.on Thursday A ugust3,from 9 to 3.
have stood the test of centuries, there
lacksimthfng work at short notice- Ilorse
$ 7 . 0 0 —w ith this sum you can buy something still better.
Township of Worcester, at the public house of shoeing, .Jobbing &c. Special attention given to meat and fried potatoes the human
can he little question as to its great
Elijah Skeen, On Friday, August 4, from 10 to 3. Carriage and wagon ironing. Having had an
machine
goes
forth
to
work.
W
hat
is
Borough of dohh'ihtown, at the public house of xperience of over 20 years at the business we
value. The experience of our people Ten Dollars wm ,iu.v a fiwfc class business suit.
Eleven Dollars
d. F. Cottman,<m Monday August 7,from 10 to 8. feel confident of giving satisfaction to customers, wanting at the daily table is sometimes long ago demonstrated that fine flour
"Will
buy
a
very
fine
suit.
F
i
f
t
e
e
n
B
o
lic
ti'S
—Extra
fine Dress Suit.
Tow nship of Cheltenham, at the public house
atronage solicited.
made up out of the stimulus of tobacco bread w as'not the hest for constant
Of L. V. Clayton, on Tuesday August 8, from
F. S. FREDERICKS.
8 to 3.
We Have the L argest Stock; The Low est Prices.
and whiskey. What is needed on the use, and the opinion became general
Taxes not paid to the County Treasurer on or
that a mixture of corn and rye bread
before the loth day of September, 1882, will be
farm next to plenty of sleep is plenty was advantageous; and in wide sec
ALSO,
a E N T S ' FU RNI SHI NG
GOODS.
given in. the hands of tlie collector, when 5 per
of food on the table at all three of its tions com bread is in almost exclusive
cent, will be added for collection, as per act of
Assembly,
JACOB R. YOST,
spreads. Fruit, bread and milk should use ; hut there are serious objections,
Treasure!’ of Montgomery County.
NOR 21IS TO WN, PA.
be fed out extravagantly, and fresh meat, and it may he said that it is absolutely 66 & 68 Mata Street [opposite M>mc
County Treasurer's Office, )
Norristown, May, 15, 1882. $
Mayl7.
too, as often as possible. The table deficient in such qualities as tend to
ARE OFFERED AT THE
build up a high grade of mentality.
LIMERICK SQUARE, MONTH. CO. PA., and the pillow will make happy young
11S..Ï
A T TH E—
Possible corn, or a mixture of corn and
The undersigned takes pleasure in announc farmers. Men cannot work with profit rye, was well suited to the condition of
ing to the public that he has opened a General more than ten hours a day. All efforts our people 50 years ago, hut now that
C o l l e g e v il l e P a .,
Store at the above mentioned place, wheel- he
will be pleased to accomodate ■customers.
to do more will result in loss. And we have thinner skulls, finer hones and The Largest and best Stock of BLACK CASH MZ RES.
Blae ; SILKS, Extra good for the price.
To-Customers.
The b^st leather in the mar
S#
A full, fresh and complete stock of
ket. used in making up new Setts and repairing.
without plenty of sleep and food man tissues, and a more highly organized
Y ^ D li? rm r
nervous
system,
corn
bread
is
more
We mean to give satisfaction to all who favor
Royersicrd, Montgomery Co. Pa.
cannot perform well his ten hours of I and more rejected, as if by instinct,and
us with their patronage. ' All kinds , of RE
PAT RING done to Order at. short notice. A full
service. Under the influence of food the rapidity with which oatmeal has
I would announce to my friends and the public,
Muslins, Tickings, and all Dry Goods at th >very lowest prices. VvT have also fitted up the room stock of
that I am now prepared to furnish all kinds oi
t-i."stock
of
Ladies
Muslin
Underwear
and
Childrens'
adjoinining
the
Keystone
Store
with
thwlnrg1
and sleep and the Ten-hour law our come into use indicates that it is a
Marble Work, at reasonable prices.
Dresses in Norristown and at the lowest Phil iddpiiia Trices. Come and examine out * stock.
skeleton-like hoys and girls whose lives need for. the race in its advancing stage
Keystone Dry Goods Store,
of development.
M ORG AN W R IG H T,
are on the farm, would put on flesh and
always on hayul. Collars, whips, blind and
It is to be understood, now, that
MAIN STREET Opposite Public Square, NORRISTOWN, PA.
hcadhalters,•&(*■". &e., Low prices, good work
the
bloom
of
flesh,
and
would
have
oats
of
a
proper
quality
for
human
manship and good material.
Of Italian or American Marble or Granite, in
the finest and latest designs.
some light in their eyes and some hap food can be grown only in high lati
T. J. STYES.
tudes, certainly not below 41 degrees,
piness in their hearts.
----------- <a -» »
--;---while they attain perfection in from 43
And in fact a good assortment of all kinds of
Young men, who are intending to he to 46 degrees. The oatmeal now in use
For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different descrip goods usually kept in a well-stocked country
store. To serve the public withthe choicest and farmers, should remember that agri in our cities comes from Canada, and
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
some from Scotland, but there is no
best goods at lowes prices, is our motto. A
ble Work, for the bases of 1
Comer of Bridge and Main Street:
special Millinery department for ladies, where culture" is both a science and an art, to doubt that oats equally good can be
B U ILD IN G S, S T E P S , S IL L S , E T C ., E T C . they can select the latest styled hats, bonnets, be carefully studied, and then practic
grown in Northern Michigan, Wiscon
Montg. Co. Pa.,-next door to Post
&e., or have them made to order.
Colici
All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
ally carried out. The day has gone by sin, and in Minnesota, and it will he
Offici4. J
, 1j È
P E N N ’A.
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design
„■O
-:0:when the ignorant can become success well for millers and farmers in those
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones.
sections
to
pay
attention
to
the
subject
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
Suits cubund made to Order iu latest. Styles,
ful farmers. Within the past ten years
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that lias been
for wherever a superior quality of oats
An assortment o f the latest and best patterns.
FOR A PERFECT TIME-PIECE GO TO
agriculture has undergone a great re can be grown, they should he more
turned out at the E ntekpkise Works. Call and
Fits guaranteed. By attention to business and
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low
just treatment to all, we. hope to merit patronage.
volution, hut the next ten years will profitable than wheat or any other grain,
therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto
iiL6’WpHents and fa ir dealings”
see greater changes than h a te yet been though it is the universal testimony
C O L L E G E V IL L E
R FjtiPE CTF UL L Y\
witnessed. The leading agriculturists that no other grain taxes to -so great
BEFOHE
P
IT
R
CIIA
SI
X
G
will be the leading men of the country. an extent the fertility of the soil.
The standard weight of oats is 32
June 8-ly.S h e e p fo r M utton .—The flesh of the pounds to the bushel; and their superi
O
P A IN T S ,
O IL S ,
and
G LA SS,
sheep is rapidly coming into general or quality is to he ascertained by the
use. It is easy to digest, and is more increase in weight. The Rocky Moun
healthful than most kinds of meat. tain country ought to. excel all others
There is „ a saying to the effect that as in producing fine oats, and the average
It will he to your interest to call aj Buckwalter s,
the standard of civilization of a country weight is fully 40 pounds to the bushel.
as k ?
FrsrA Brsac, Rol
78436
is raised, the use of mutton for food This is where ground is irrigatee. But
will- gradually increase.
This rule better oats still are grown on the moun
EVERY MORNING,
seems to have been closely followed in tain slopes and plateaus, at an elevation
this country, and there is a strong in from 6,000 to 8,000 feet, often weigh
dication that in the future, it will prove ing 50 pounds, and the rain-fall is
strictly true. In our large cities, the amply sufficient to germinate and ma
Royersford Fa.
demand for mntton lias increased fully ture the crop. The general idea is that
Different flavors, during the Season now open
^DEALERS I N '^
ed. Parties, Pic-Nies and weddings supplied at
as fast as the wealth and numbers of cultivation is impossible among these Jr.
short notice, <>n reason, ble terms.
the people would lead one to expect. lofty mountains, but there are millions
Rockford,
and millions of acres in Montana, Wy
The
call
for
lambs
in
the
city
markets
Elgin,
L E A T H K R \
increase year by year, and in some of oming, Colorado, and New Mexico,
W altham ,
the older states "it has become quite a where heavy crops of oats as well as
The subscriber has a large lot of
And all American, and Foreign Watches,
business to supply this want. There potatoes, can he grown, and in most
years
the
certainity
is
so.
great
that
can he no doubt that the flesh of sheep
and,lambs will continue in demand,will the profits are large.
J u s t P e rfe c te d .
Sometimes grasshoppers destroy
not only be permanent, but will admit,
; ■ OF FIR ST -C L A SS CLOTHINC-Æ3
old low, for-cash, ot
green blade, but even then this is unc
On band 'which
The largest under arm,
and
require,
a
steady
growth
in
the
k
,
_
k
make room for es.y sioc. e, stiil coming out at
over
limited
sections.
It
might
hereThe lightest, and quietest,
line of production.
the Evitiisburg annery.
The most lavishly decorated,.
A JlN
There are certain reasons why this marked in this connection that those
b. M. CASSELBERRY.
The least vibration of any
line of business, viewed merely from regions are remarkably well suited to
this one point, holds out special induce the breeding of fine "horses, for grazing
A galrxy of new patents,
C all at t h e
ments for farmers, who are in the Vi is to be ha‘d the year round, and thus
Simplicity simplified,
it
would
seem
that
what
is
best
suited
Durability determined,
cinity of thickly-settled towns and cities.
MILLS
YERKES
Reliability reasserted
The returns are both sure and quick. for horses, is also hest suited for men,
B R Ö .,
----- :0; OF :0:----and
that
their
destiny
is
joined.
A
lamb
dropped
in
January,
or
Febru
I :0: AND :0:-—Ball-bearing balance wheel; Newest and most
elegant design in stand and wood work. Posi
ary, can he got in good condition for
live take-up, perfect stitcli. This machine :
market the following J ime or J uly. A
wanted by everybody.
sheep can be sheared in the summer,
Where you will find in Store a large supply of
Royersford Fa.and fattened on grass and roots so as
Of the latest and most Improved paterne, on
choice Patent Process, Straight, and
I would announce to the public that I have re to he sold in December, or it may he hand and for sale by
Royersford Pa. modelled my place of business, and at consider fed on grain during the winter, and
F lo u i,
In order to close out the balancS of our Summer Stock, we have concluded to F a n c y F a m i l y
ALSO the Domestic and other different makes < able expense fitted up' two rooms in first-class sent off" in March or April. With cattle
machines sold. Oils needles, and attachments. style for the accomodation of in)' patrons, and the case is very different. The calf
CORN,
OAT3,
BRAN,
MIDDLINGS,
make a SPECIAL SALE, of the same, and will therefore commence from
can now say I have the most complete establish
this day and continue for the next 30 days to sell goods regardless of
RYrE BRAN, LINSEED MEAL, &c., &c.
ment of the kind in either Royersford or Spring- must be kept from two to four years IIE N S C irS C O ItX P L A S T E R , F E R T IL IZ E R
"cost. Among the balance of our Summer stock we find
City. Young fnllcs'will find this a pleasant place before it can be sold for a full price as
and CULTIVATOR.
to come and enjoy a plate of
beef. The eost of keeping all this is
54 "87
Owners and Proprietors of the
67 Men's suits which we will -sell at
FREED},8 Qetebrated Ice Cream. considerable, and there is quite a risk
$4.50, 8.00, 8.00 an 10 00
146 Men's blue flannel suits which will go at
S t a r G la s s W o r k s
7 00
of accident and disease. If sold while
37 Men's all wool Cheviot suits, which we will sell at
FR U I r s AND FANCY CAKES,
Wiard Chilled Plow, Johnson's Mowing and
NORRISTOWN, PA.,
8 37
a calf the price per pound is below that Reaping
45 Men's Harrison cassimere subs, dark and light colors,
Machine,—single
and
double,
Horse
Manufacture a superior quality of
8 15
in abundance. Particular attention paid to the of a lamb, and the cost of keeping him Rakes of different kinds. Hay forks and pulleys.
32 Men's Milton cassimere suits, handsome patterns,
\\ USD J YY
GLASS
AND
SHADES
furnishing of Ice Cream and Cnofcctionery to the live or six weeks which are required All thè different threshing machines that are 115 Men's tip-top business suits, 20 different styles,
$5, 6.15, 7.35,'8.50 and i) 50 Having the best and most improved facilities the
Churches, Sunday Schools, Pic-nice and Private to convert him into good veal, will be sold iu the county. Grain drills and all other
Warranted not to stuin.
10 00 undersigned does endeavor to sell to any and all
24 Men's English tweed suits, elegant styles,
Parties at lowest rates. I have the control oi a
implements used by farmers. Small margin fh
9 85 parties, who seek the cash worth of their money,
85 Men’s Nobby dress suits, or dark coat, west and light pants,
large Dairy, and all the latest improved machi- • greater than that of keeping the lamb prices. Give us a call.
at the very lowest prices.
nery in the manufacture of Ice Cream ; therefore until he can be sold.
And many others to numerous to mention.
my prices are very low. Will pay lair rent to
Again, sheep use the material which
• t
,r
'''j [ .t T
J . 11. E .& M 3 E S .
Sunday Schools for exclusive right of woods on
the farm supplies, to much better ad
For Boys tee hare only 176 Suits left, which will be closed out •
day of celebration.
vantage than cattle. It has been de•
at cost; the prices range from
Oysters k Clams, in Season.
mostrated that seventy-five pounds of
D«
{1-wrrii ’*<*«ouirîdy.
food, of any suitblekind, hay, potatoes,
. ' ’,
. ,
. ,
.
.
,(“ Y7 /
RESPECTFULLY YOURS,
•S:«e!*ti OA j-r« .-t
$ . ,,,
.
,
. ,
;o •u•
tor
Nf«"
G>t! *0**43 itili!
turnips, or "meal, will make as many
tefüi
•e-*
AND N E W PROCESS
For Children we have a balance of 73 suits left, which we will sell at $1.25,
pounds of mutton as one hundred
A . G. F U S E D ,
•Î
? fM3 Forint? Carden fit.
P i-H L A D £ i.F H IA ,P A .
pounds of the same food will make of
1.75, 2.15, 2.35, 2.75, 3.10, 3.60, 4.15 and 4.50.
JyS-Jm.
Royersford Montgomery County, Pa.
beef. Then, too, for supplying meat
Remember this great clearing out sale ivill only continue, fo r the next 30 days,
for the farmers’ own table sheep are
Look to your interest. If you w ant to save
Special Inducements
very valuable, and ought tp be more
money visit my
— u A .T —
extensively
used.
That
mutton
is
a
Also a variety of feed always on hand and for A t
W o rra lP s
M i l l , more healthful kind of meat to use, iu
sale at bottom prices.
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
hot weather, than pork, there can be
Collegeville, Pa.
no doubt. Properly,cooked, it is also
F. W . W etherill k CoM
T h e W e l l -know n C l o t h ie r s a n d M er cha nt T a il o r s , 18 E . M a in S t ., N o r risto w n . On Road leading from Skippackville to Coliegeville,
miles from tho former place, and be
ARCOLA MILLS.
Collegeville P. O. C h o i c e
W h e a t F l o u r , very palatable. The farmer can fur EXECUTED
convinced that you can ‘save money. I sell
N • B. G K li'T W ORK SO L IC IT E D .
Manufactured and for sale at Lowest Market nish an abundant, supply, at a small
Prices. Our flour gives general satisfaction and cost. He can thus have some of the
All Kinds o! New and Seconds
—IN THE—
we invite a trial ,pf the same.
J . M. AlBertson k Sons,
finest qualities of meat, at a cheaper
Hand Furniture
C H O P P I N G
B A N K ER S
rate, than he can buy the poorer grades
done at short, notice in a. satisfactory manner. from the butcher. There are many
BEST
MANNER
N O R R I S T O W N , PA.
AT- THE
Interest Paid on Deposits as per agreement. Ne Full supply of all kinds of Feed always on hand.
gotiable paper purchased. Money loaned on We cordially invite patronage and- will do our farmers who would find it profitable to
keep sheep for this purpose.
bonds, Mortgages, Stocks. Drafts for Sale on best to give satisfaction to ail.

TH O SE

NO T IC E TO TA X-PA YEN S/

C A S W E L L & MOORE.

Agriculture and Science.

BEEF, VEAL, MUTTON

Tin Roofing & Spouting of Best Quality and Workmanship.

Heetar’s Patent level Treai

H o r s e Powers !

J . II, K R A U T ,
-Ci gar Manufacturer,-

WORTH WHILE READING!

Special Inducements

IE W STORE! !
IE W GOODS ! !

H E R M A N W ETZEL,

EITEEPEISE

iK iE ^ S T O T s T iE ] S T O R E

MARBLE WORKS!

I

Harness Manufactory,

DRESS GOODS m .every

Dry Goods,

Groceries,

H O USE

MONUMENTS ant TOMBSTONES,

Dried Fruits,
Crockery-Ware,
GALVANIZED RAILINGS, Hardware,

BUCKWALTER’S PHARMACY

LIKE.

G O O DS,

ÊAS SA MAN,

Merchant Tailor,

F H CE

I. H. Kiltsbsitel.

■-0 *

PURE S P IC E S A S P E C IA L T Y .

D. Theo. Buckwalter.

BAKERYt

THE HAETFOED

J. H. RICHARD, Prop’r.

KLIIE

Caustic Soda 7. Cents Per Pound.

& SOI

IC E

C R E A M !

A G EE AT. CL EA RIN G OUT
S

SEWI NG MACHINE

A

L

E

FOR T H E N E X T

Watches, CMs, Jewelry,

FO R M ES, BOYS

E X C E L S I OR
Ice C m &

M IT C H E L L

A. 0. F R E E D ,

30

HASSESS LEA THEE,

D G U I LD R E N

STATIOH

&

Farming Implements, No. 18 East Main Street,

MILTON B. HAELIY, A p i.

D A Y S ,

Norristown, Penila. GRAIN, FLOUR &FEED DEPOT,

GEO. YOST, C i e p i i , P i,

J. M. Albertson & Sons

Lehigh

Harrows and Cultivators.

H uy T he H est ! !
Tip-Top I X Z
F A M I L Y

& Schuylkill

V!

G O A L .

2 90 3 00 3 15

3

4 37

4 75

5 15

6 00

Y 0U I& A ID OLD

I I

JOB PRINTING

Furniturs Ware-Rooms,

M I T C H E I ib & B R O .,

England, Ireland, Germany and other places.
Passage.tickets by the American line of ocean
steamers. Railroad and other Steel’s bought and
sold on commission. Gold, Gold Coupons, Sil
ver and Government Bonds nought and sold.
Safe deposit boxes in burglar-proof vault to rent.

S O L D I E R S
Now B u ffe rin g from wounds or disease of any
kind caused by military service are entitled to
PENSION. Widows,, minor children, dependent
mothers or fathers of soldiers who died from the
effects of their service are also entitled. Many
invalid pensioners arc entitled -to an Increase.
Careful assistance given in Delayed or Rejected
Claims, as many can be allowed with“ but little
more evidence. Complete instructions with ref
erences sent on application. Oh as-.- Sc G eo. A.
K i n o , Attorneys-at-law, 916 F, St..' Washington,
P . C.

S. T . S. WAŒNER.
Old Stand Re-Opened,
The undersigned takes pleasure in announc
ing to the public that he has re-opened the tin
smith shop, formerly occupied by J. Richards,

TRAPPE, PA.,
Where he will fill all orders in the line of tinsmithing, with promptness and dispatch at low
prices. A full stock of TINWARE- always on
hand. Stoves of any desired make furnished at
the lowest, market prices. Strict attention given
to Repairing, Tin Roofing and spouting. By
attention to business, good work and reasonable
prices we expect to merit aiid secure .'patronage.

• A. I , BER.T0LET.

O a t m e a l in A m er ic a .—A

Very lo w est Figures,

-A T THIS O F F IC E -

correspon
dent of the Tribune calls attention to
the popularity into which oatmeal is
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE
growing among the American people,
and to the increased demand which will
no doubt arise for the cereal from which il
t is made. He says :—
I t is well for farmers in certain parts
of our country to understand that,
within a few years, oatmeal has come
into general use in many cities and
towns, and that it is certain to have a
still greater demand. It is made into
One of the best Local, Family and
porridge, and eaten with or without newspapers published.
Now is the
ip ilk, usually for breakfast, and prob- I subscribe

And also take old hard-wood furniture, and old
clo ck s in exchange for new.' I manufacture all
kinds of Furniture on short notice, and repairing
of all kinds*'will he neatly dohe. Come and
see my

PROVIDENCE
INDEPENDENT”
General'
time to

BED-ROOM SETTS,
I am still at the business. I thank the public for patronage bestowejL and hope to merit a
continuance of the same. Will visit Cbilegeville, Trappe, and vicinity; as «retofore, on
Morning

TU ESD A Y, TH URSDA Y and SA TURD A Y
of each week, with the best Beef, Veal, and Mutton. Highest cash prices

paid for Calves.

YWM. J . T H O M P S O N ,
BVAK SllU M G , L O W E R F M O V ID E ^ IE , P. O.

6 PIECES,

A s L ow as $ 2 0 .
Tennessee marble-top stands—$7 up, high back
lounges $5.00. All kinds of marole-top Furni
ture sold very low. You are welcome to come
and examine my goods, whether you purchase
or not.

G eo. B . TDetwiler.

I

